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Ruth Villarreal Insurance Agency is pleased to be working with and 
servicing Rio Grande City CISD employees. This booklet is designed to 
bring you an overview of the insurance products being offered during this 
year’s annual enrollment. You will have the opportunity to review these 
choices with members of our enrollment team to make the most informed 
decision.   

Our enrollment options will be face-to-face enrollment, phone assisted 
enrollment as well as virtual enrollment, all these options will be available 
according to your school districts schedule.    

Please remember to contact our agency for any assistance with claims or 
coverage information. 

Ruth Villarreal Insurance Agency 

956-585-0060 
rvillarrealins@hotmail.com
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Carrier Contact Information

• Mutual of Omaha – Disability, Group Life, Dental & Vision
Service Team: 800-369-3809
Claims Team: 800-775-8805
Dental Claims Team: 877-999-2330
www.mutualofomaha.com
www.Mutualofomaha.com/EAP

• Texas Republic Life – Universal Life
1-800-263-7500
www.texasrepubliclife.com

• Aflac – Cancer, Critical Illness, Accident & Hospital Indemnity 
1-800-462-3522 or 800-GO AFLAC
www.myaflac.com

http://www.texasrepubliclife.com
http://www.myaflac.com
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Term Life Insurance

We’ve Got You Covered

As an active employee of Rio Grande City Consolidated
Independent School District, you have access to a life insurance
policy from United of Omaha Life Insurance Company.

It replaces the income you would have provided, and helps pay
funeral costs, manage debt and cover ongoing expenses.

How much insurance is enough?

When determining how much life insurance you need, think
about the expenses you may encounter now and through every
stage of your life.

Coverage guidelines and benefits are outlined in the chart below.

ELIGIBILITY - ALL ELIGIBLE EMPLOYEES
Eligibility Requirement You must be actively working a minimum of 20 hours per week to be

eligible for coverage.
Premium Payment The premiums for this insurance are paid in full by the policyholder. There

is no cost to you for this insurance.
Life Insurance
Benefit Amount

For You: $10,000

In the event of death, the benefit paid will be equal to the benefit amount after any age
reductions less any living care/accelerated death benefits previously paid under this plan.

Accidental
Death &
Dismemberment
(AD&D) Benefit
Amount

For You: The Principal Sum amount is equal to the amount of your life insurance benefit.

FEATURES
Living Care/
Accelerated
Death Benefit

75% of the amount of the life insurance benefit is available to you if terminally ill, not to
exceed $7,500.



Waiver of
Premium

If it is determined that you are totally disabled, your life insurance benefit will continue
without payment of premium, subject to certain conditions.

Additional
AD&D Benefits

In addition to basic AD&D benefits, you are protected by the following benefits:
- Child Education - Seat Belt
- Airbag - Common Carrier

Portability Allows you to continue this insurance program should you leave your employer for any
reason, without having to provide evidence of insurability (information about your health).
You will be responsible for the premium for the coverage.

Conversion If your employment ends, you may apply for an individual life insurance policy from
Mutual of Omaha without having to provide evidence of insurability (information about
your health). You will be responsible for the premium for the coverage.

SERVICES
Travel
Assistance

The Travel Assistance program is an added benefit that provides assistance for your travels
over 100 miles away from home or outside the country.

Employee
Assistance
Program (EAP)

The EAP program provides you and your loved ones access to trained professionals and
resources for assistance with personal and workplace issues.

Hearing
Discount
Program

The Hearing Discount Program provides you and your family discounted hearing products,
including hearing aids and batteries. Call 1-888-534-1747 or visit
www.amplifonusa.com/mutualofomaha to learn more.

Will Prep
Services

We work with Epoq, Inc. to offer employees online will prep tools. In just a few clicks you
can complete a basic will or other documents to protect your family and property. To get
started visit www.willprepservices.com.

AGE REDUCTIONS AND EXCLUSIONS
Insurance benefits and guarantee issue amounts are subject to age reductions:

- At age 70, amounts reduce to 65%
- At age 75, amounts reduce to 45%

Information about the AD&D exclusions for this plan will be included in the summary of coverage, which
you will receive after enrolling.

Please contact your employer if you have questions prior to enrolling.



This information describes some of the features of the benefits plan. Benefits may not be available in all states. Please refer to the certificate
booklet for a full explanation of the plan's benefits, exclusions, limitations and reductions. Should there be any discrepancy between the
certificate booklet and this outline, the certificate booklet will prevail. Life insurance and accidental death & dismemberment insurance are
underwritten by United of Omaha Life Insurance Company, 3300 Mutual of Omaha Plaza, Omaha, NE 68175. Policy form number
7000GM-U-EZ 2010 or state equivalent (in NC: 7000GM-U-EZ 2010 NC). United of Omaha Life Insurance Company is licensed
nationwide, except New York.

TERM LIFE INSURANCE

Who is eligible for this insurance?
You must be actively working (performing all normal duties of your job) at least 20 hours per week.

What is Guarantee Issue?
The amount of insurance applied for without answering any health questions (or which does not require evidence of insurability).
Coverage amounts over the Guarantee Issue Amount will require evidence of insurability.

What is Evidence of Insurability?
Evidence of Insurability or proof of good health – may be required if you are a late entrant and/or you request any additional
coverage above your guarantee issue amount.

Can I take this insurance with me if I change jobs/am no longer a member of this
group?
In the event this insurance ends due to a change in your employment/membership status with the group, or for certain other
reasons, you may have the right to continue this insurance under the Portability or Conversion provision, subject to certain
conditions.

Are there any limitations, reductions or exclusions?
The benefits payable are based on the following:

· Insurance benefits and guarantee issue amounts are subject to age reductions:

- At age 70, amounts reduce to 65%

- At age 75, amounts reduce to 45%

· Information about the AD&D exclusions for this plan will be included in the summary of coverage, which you will receive
after enrolling.

All exclusions may not be applicable, or may be adjusted, as required by state regulations.
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Voluntary Long-Term Disability Insurance

We’ve Got You Covered
As an active employee of Rio Grande City Consolidated
Independent School District, you have access to a disability
income insurance policy from United of Omaha Life Insurance
Company.

A lengthy disability can be devastating, and is more common
than you might think. It may lead to a loss of income,
independence and financial security.

A disability income insurance policy can help provide security
when you need it most. It pays you cash benefits when you’re
sick or hurt and can’t work.

Coverage guidelines and benefits are outlined in the chart below.

ELIGIBILITY - ALL ELIGIBLE EMPLOYEES
Eligibility
Requirement

You must be actively working a minimum of 20 hours per week to be eligible for
coverage.

Premium
Payment

The premiums for this insurance are paid in full by you.

BENEFITS
Elimination
Period

Your benefits begin on the later of 180 calendar days after the onset of your disabling
injury or illness or the date your short-term disability ends.

Monthly Benefit Your benefit is equivalent to 60% of your before-tax monthly earnings, not to exceed the
plan’s maximum monthly benefit amount less other income sources.

The premium for your long-term disability coverage is waived while you are receiving
benefits.

Maximum
Monthly Benefit

$8,000

Minimum Monthly
Benefit

$100/10%

Maximum Benefit
Period

If you become disabled prior to age 62, benefits are payable to age 65, your Social
Security Normal Retirement Age or 3.5 years, whichever is longest. At age 62 (and
older), the benefit period will be based on a reduced duration schedule.



Partial Disability
Benefits

If you become disabled and can work part-time (but not full-time), you may be eligible
for partial disability benefits. Additional benefits for family care expenses for eligible
family members are also available while receiving partial disability benefits.

DEFINITIONS
Own Occupation 2 Years
Own Occupation
Earnings Test

99%

Definition of
Monthly Earnings

Monthly earnings for salaried employees is the gross annual salary in effect immediately
prior to the date disability begins, divided by 12. Monthly earnings for hourly employees
is the hourly rate of pay multiplied by the average number of hours worked per month
during the 12 month period immediately prior to the date disability begins. If employed
for part of the prior 12 month period, monthly earnings is the hourly rate of pay
multiplied by the average number of hours worked.

FEATURES
Vocational
Rehabilitation
Benefit

If you become disabled and participate in the vocational rehabilitation program, you will
be eligible for a monthly benefit increase of 10%.

Survivor Benefit If you pass away while receiving disability benefits, a lump sum equal to 3 times your
monthly benefit will be paid to your eligible survivor.

Portability The portability feature allows you to apply for disability insurance through a trust policy
should your employment end, without having to provide evidence of insurability. You
will be responsible for paying the premium for coverage.

SERVICES
Hearing Discount
Program

The Hearing Discount Program provides you and your family discounted hearing
products, including hearing aids and batteries. Call 1-888-534-1747 or visit
www.amplifonusa.com/mutualofomaha to learn more.

VOLUNTARY LONG-TERM DISABILITY PREMIUM CALCULATION

Use the rates in the Age/Premium Factor Table to calculate your premium for voluntary long-term disability coverage in the
worksheet below, using the example as a guide.

AGE PREMIUM FACTOR
MONTHLY PREMIUM CALCULATION EXAMPLE

(42-year-old employee
earning $40,000 a year)

< 30 0.0011900
30 - 34 0.0016800
35 - 39 0.0023800

List your monthly earnings $ $ 3,333.33 40 - 44 0.0041600
(Maximum is $13,333.33) 45 - 49 0.0063400
Multiply by the premium factor 0.0041600 50 - 54 0.0083200
Your Estimated Monthly Premium** $ $ 13.87 55 - 64 0.0099000

65+ 0.0104000

**This is an estimate of premium cost. Actual deductions may vary slightly due to
rounding and payroll frequency.



This information describes some of the features of the benefits plan. Benefits may not be available in all states. Please refer to the certificate
booklet for a full explanation of the plan’s benefits, exclusions, limitations and reductions. Should there be any discrepancy between the
certificate booklet and this summary, the certificate booklet will prevail. Benefits availability is subject to final acceptance and approval of
the group application by the underwriting company. Disability income insurance is underwritten by United of Omaha Life Insurance
Company, 3300 Mutual of Omaha Plaza, Omaha, NE 68175, 1-800-769-7159. United of Omaha Life Insurance Company is licensed
nationwide, except in New York. Policy form number 7000GM-U-EZ-2010.

VOLUNTARY LONG-TERM DISABILITY INSURANCE

Who is eligible for this insurance?
You must be actively working (performing all normal duties of your job) at least 20 hours per week.

How long will my benefits be paid?
Benefits begin after the end of the elimination period and can be payable up to the maximum benefit period as long as you
remain disabled.
Will my benefits be reduced by other sources of income?
Yes, depending on the type of income you receive. Your benefit amount may be reduced by other sources of income such as
retirement/government plans, other group disability plans, salary continuance/sick leave, settlements on payments received and
no-fault benefits.

Does this plan cover me if I become disabled due to an injury at work?
Yes, your LTD insurance provides benefits for both on-the-job and off-the-job coverage for disabilities due to injury or sickness.

Are there any limitations or exclusions?
The benefits payable are subject to the following:

· Your plan is subject to a pre-existing condition limitation. A pre-existing condition is one for which you have received medical
treatment, consultation, care or services including diagnostic measures, or if you were prescribed or took prescription
medications in the predetermined time frame prior to your effective date of coverage. The pre-existing condition under this
plan is 3/12 which means any condition that you receive medical attention for in the 3 months prior to your effective date of
coverage that results in a disability during the first 12 months of coverage, would not be covered.

· Benefits are not payable for any disability or loss that:
- Results from an act of declared or undeclared war or armed aggression
- Results from participation in a riot or commission of or attempt to commit a felony
- Results, whether the insured person is sane or insane, from an intentionally self-inflicted injury or illness, suicide, or

attempted suicide
- Results from alcohol and drug abuse and/or substance abuse, except as noted above
- Results from a mental disorder, except as noted above
- Is caused by alcohol and drug abuse and/or substance abuse, while not being actively supervised by and receiving continuing

treatment from a rehabilitation center or designated institution approved for such treatment by an appropriate body in the
governing jurisdiction

- Occurs while incarcerated or imprisoned for any period exceeding 31 days
- Is solely a result of a loss of a professional license, occupation license or certification

All exclusions may not be applicable, or may be adjusted, as required by state regulations.

Can I take this insurance with me if I change jobs/am no longer a member of this group?
In the event this insurance ends due to a change in your employment/membership status with the group, or for certain other
reasons, you have the right to port your coverage to a group trust plan, subject to certain conditions.
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Voluntary Short-Term Disability
Insurance

We’ve Got You Covered
As an active employee of Rio Grande City Consolidated

Independent School District, you have access to a disability

income insurance policy from United of Omaha Life Insurance

Company.

A disability income insurance policy can help provide security

when you need it, plus give you peace of mind so you can

recover faster and get back on the job sooner.

Coverage guidelines and benefits are outlined below.

ELIGIBILITY - ALL ELIGIBLE EMPLOYEES
Eligibility
Requirement

You must be actively working a minimum of 20 hours per week to be eligible for

coverage.
Premium
Payment

The premiums for this insurance are paid in full by you.

BENEFITS
Elimination
Period

If you become disabled, there is an elimination period before benefits are payable. Your

benefits begin:

·On the day of your disabling injury.

·On the 4th day of your disabling illness.
Weekly Benefit Your benefit is equivalent to 66 2/3% of your before-tax weekly earnings, not to exceed

the plan’s maximum weekly benefit amount less other income sources.

The premium for your short-term disability coverage is waived while you are receiving

benefits.
Maximum Benefit
Period

Up to 26 weeks

Maximum Weekly
Benefit

$1,750



Minimum Weekly
Benefit

$25

Partial Disability
Benefits

If you become disabled and can work part-time (but not full-time), you may be eligible
for partial disability benefits, which will help supplement your income until you are able
to return to work full-time.

DEFINITIONS
Definition of
Disability

Disability and disabled mean that because of an injury or illness, a significant change in
your mental or functional abilities has occurred, for which you are prevented from
performing at least one of the material duties of your regular job and are unable to
generate current earnings which exceed 99% of your weekly earnings from your regular
job. You can be totally or partially disabled during the elimination period.

Definition of
Weekly Earnings

Weekly earnings for salaried employees is the gross annual salary in effect immediately
prior to the date disability begins, divided by 52. Weekly earnings for hourly employees
is the hourly rate of pay multiplied by the average number of hours worked per week
during the 12 month period immediately prior to the date disability begins. If employed
for part of the prior 12 month period, weekly earnings is the hourly rate of pay multiplied
by the average number of hours worked.

FEATURES
Vocational
Rehabilitation
Benefit

If you become disabled and participate in the vocational rehabilitation program, you will
be eligible for a monthly benefit increase of 10%.

First Day
Hospitalization/
Outpatient

The elimination period for this coverage is waived if you are admitted as an in-patient in
a hospital at the onset of disability (when your disability begins). If you receive
outpatient surgery and you are disabled for at least 5 days during your recovery, benefits
begin on the day of the surgery.

Portability The portability feature allows you to apply for disability insurance through a trust policy
should your employment end, without having to provide evidence of insurability. You
will be responsible for paying the premium for coverage.

SERVICES
Hearing Discount
Program

The Hearing Discount Program provides you and your family discounted hearing
products, including hearing aids and batteries. Call 1-888-534-1747 or visit
www.amplifonusa.com/mutualofomaha to learn more.



VOLUNTARY SHORT-TERM DISABILITY PREMIUM CALCULATION
Use the rates in the Age/Premium Factor Table to calculate your premium for voluntary short-term disability coverage in the
worksheet below, using the example as a guide.

AGE PREMIUM FACTOR
MONTHLY PREMIUM CALCULATION EXAMPLE

(42-year-old employee
earning $40,000 a year)

< 25 0.0666700

25 - 29 0.0720036

30 - 34 0.0653366

List your weekly earnings $ $ 769.23 35 - 39 0.0506692
(Maximum is $2,624.87) 40 - 44 0.0480024

Multiply by the premium factor 0.0480024 45 - 49 0.0500025
Your Estimated Monthly Premium** $ $ 36.92 50 - 54 0.0566695

55 - 59 0.0793373

60 - 64 0.1040052
**This is an estimate of premium cost. Actual deductions may vary slightly due to
rounding and payroll frequency.

65+ 0.1140057



This information describes some of the features of the benefits plan. Benefits may not be available in all states. Please refer to the certificate
booklet for a full explanation of the plan’s benefits, exclusions, limitations and reductions. Should there be any discrepancy between the
certificate booklet and this summary, the certificate booklet will prevail. Benefits availability is subject to final acceptance and approval of
the group application by the underwriting company. Disability income insurance is underwritten by United of Omaha Life Insurance
Company, 3300 Mutual of Omaha Plaza, Omaha, NE 68175, 1-800-769-7159. United of Omaha Life Insurance Company is licensed
nationwide, except in New York. Policy form number 7000GM-U-EZ-2010.

VOLUNTARY SHORT-TERM DISABILITY INSURANCE

Who is eligible for this insurance?
You must be actively working (performing all normal duties of your job) at least 20 hours per week.

How long will my benefits be paid?
Benefits begin after the end of the elimination period and can be payable up to the maximum benefit period as long as you
remain disabled.
Will my benefits be reduced by other sources of income?
Yes, depending on the type of income you receive. Your benefit amount may be reduced by other sources of income such as
retirement/government plans, other group disability plans, salary continuance/sick leave, settlements on payments received and
no-fault benefits.

Does this plan cover me if I become disabled due to an injury at work?
Yes, your STD insurance provides benefits for both on-the-job and off-the-job coverage for disabilities due to injury or sickness.

Are there any limitations or exclusions?
The benefits payable are subject to the following:

· Your plan is subject to a pre-existing condition limitation. A pre-existing condition is one for which you have received medical
treatment, consultation, care or services including diagnostic measures, or if you were prescribed or took prescription
medications in the predetermined time frame prior to your effective date of coverage. The pre-existing condition under this
plan is 3/12 which means any condition that you receive medical attention for in the 3 months prior to your effective date of
coverage that results in a disability during the first 12 months of coverage, would not be covered.

· Benefits are not payable for any disability or loss that:

- Results from an act of declared or undeclared war or armed aggression

- Results from participation in a riot or commission of or attempt to commit a felony

- Results, whether the insured person is sane or insane, from an intentionally self-inflicted injury or illness, suicide, or
attempted suicide

- Occurs while incarcerated or imprisoned for any period exceeding 31 days

- Is solely a result of a loss of a professional license, occupation license or certification

All exclusions may not be applicable, or may be adjusted, as required by state regulations.

Can I take this insurance with me if I change jobs/am no longer a member of this group?
In the event this insurance ends due to a change in your employment/membership status with the group, or for certain other
reasons, you have the right to port your coverage to a group trust plan, subject to certain conditions.
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Voluntary Short-Term Disability
Insurance

We’ve Got You Covered
As an active employee of Rio Grande City Consolidated

Independent School District, you have access to a disability

income insurance policy from United of Omaha Life Insurance

Company.

A disability income insurance policy can help provide security

when you need it, plus give you peace of mind so you can

recover faster and get back on the job sooner.

Coverage guidelines and benefits are outlined below.

ELIGIBILITY - ALL ELIGIBLE EMPLOYEES
Eligibility
Requirement

You must be actively working a minimum of 20 hours per week to be eligible for

coverage.
Premium
Payment

The premiums for this insurance are paid in full by you.

BENEFITS
Elimination
Period

If you become disabled, there is an elimination period before benefits are payable. Your

benefits begin:

·On the day of your disabling injury.

·On the 8th day of your disabling illness.
Weekly Benefit Your benefit is equivalent to 66 2/3% of your before-tax weekly earnings, not to exceed

the plan’s maximum weekly benefit amount less other income sources.

The premium for your short-term disability coverage is waived while you are receiving

benefits.
Maximum Benefit
Period

Up to 26 weeks

Maximum Weekly
Benefit

$1,750



Minimum Weekly
Benefit

$25

Partial Disability
Benefits

If you become disabled and can work part-time (but not full-time), you may be eligible
for partial disability benefits, which will help supplement your income until you are able
to return to work full-time.

DEFINITIONS
Definition of
Disability

Disability and disabled mean that because of an injury or illness, a significant change in
your mental or functional abilities has occurred, for which you are prevented from
performing at least one of the material duties of your regular job and are unable to
generate current earnings which exceed 99% of your weekly earnings from your regular
job. You can be totally or partially disabled during the elimination period.

Definition of
Weekly Earnings

Weekly earnings for salaried employees is the gross annual salary in effect immediately
prior to the date disability begins, divided by 52. Weekly earnings for hourly employees
is the hourly rate of pay multiplied by the average number of hours worked per week
during the 12 month period immediately prior to the date disability begins. If employed
for part of the prior 12 month period, weekly earnings is the hourly rate of pay multiplied
by the average number of hours worked.

FEATURES
Vocational
Rehabilitation
Benefit

If you become disabled and participate in the vocational rehabilitation program, you will
be eligible for a monthly benefit increase of 10%.

First Day
Hospitalization/
Outpatient

The elimination period for this coverage is waived if you are admitted as an in-patient in
a hospital at the onset of disability (when your disability begins). If you receive
outpatient surgery and you are disabled for at least 5 days during your recovery, benefits
begin on the day of the surgery.

Portability The portability feature allows you to apply for disability insurance through a trust policy
should your employment end, without having to provide evidence of insurability. You
will be responsible for paying the premium for coverage.

SERVICES
Hearing Discount
Program

The Hearing Discount Program provides you and your family discounted hearing
products, including hearing aids and batteries. Call 1-888-534-1747 or visit
www.amplifonusa.com/mutualofomaha to learn more.



VOLUNTARY SHORT-TERM DISABILITY PREMIUM CALCULATION
Use the rates in the Age/Premium Factor Table to calculate your premium for voluntary short-term disability coverage in the
worksheet below, using the example as a guide.

AGE PREMIUM FACTOR
MONTHLY PREMIUM CALCULATION EXAMPLE

(42-year-old employee
earning $40,000 a year)

< 25 0.0560028
25 - 29 0.0600030
30 - 34 0.0540027

List your weekly earnings $ $ 769.23 35 - 39 0.0420021
(Maximum is $2,624.87) 40 - 44 0.0393353
Multiply by the premium factor 0.0393353 45 - 49 0.0420021
Your Estimated Monthly Premium** $ $ 30.26 50 - 54 0.0466690

55 - 59 0.0653366
60 - 64 0.0866710

**This is an estimate of premium cost. Actual deductions may vary slightly due to
rounding and payroll frequency.

65+ 0.0946714



This information describes some of the features of the benefits plan. Benefits may not be available in all states. Please refer to the certificate
booklet for a full explanation of the plan’s benefits, exclusions, limitations and reductions. Should there be any discrepancy between the
certificate booklet and this summary, the certificate booklet will prevail. Benefits availability is subject to final acceptance and approval of
the group application by the underwriting company. Disability income insurance is underwritten by United of Omaha Life Insurance
Company, 3300 Mutual of Omaha Plaza, Omaha, NE 68175, 1-800-769-7159. United of Omaha Life Insurance Company is licensed
nationwide, except in New York. Policy form number 7000GM-U-EZ-2010.

VOLUNTARY SHORT-TERM DISABILITY INSURANCE

Who is eligible for this insurance?
You must be actively working (performing all normal duties of your job) at least 20 hours per week.

How long will my benefits be paid?
Benefits begin after the end of the elimination period and can be payable up to the maximum benefit period as long as you
remain disabled.
Will my benefits be reduced by other sources of income?
Yes, depending on the type of income you receive. Your benefit amount may be reduced by other sources of income such as
retirement/government plans, other group disability plans, salary continuance/sick leave, settlements on payments received and
no-fault benefits.

Does this plan cover me if I become disabled due to an injury at work?
Yes, your STD insurance provides benefits for both on-the-job and off-the-job coverage for disabilities due to injury or sickness.

Are there any limitations or exclusions?
The benefits payable are subject to the following:

· Your plan is subject to a pre-existing condition limitation. A pre-existing condition is one for which you have received medical
treatment, consultation, care or services including diagnostic measures, or if you were prescribed or took prescription
medications in the predetermined time frame prior to your effective date of coverage. The pre-existing condition under this
plan is 3/12 which means any condition that you receive medical attention for in the 3 months prior to your effective date of
coverage that results in a disability during the first 12 months of coverage, would not be covered.

· Benefits are not payable for any disability or loss that:

- Results from an act of declared or undeclared war or armed aggression

- Results from participation in a riot or commission of or attempt to commit a felony

- Results, whether the insured person is sane or insane, from an intentionally self-inflicted injury or illness, suicide, or
attempted suicide

- Occurs while incarcerated or imprisoned for any period exceeding 31 days

- Is solely a result of a loss of a professional license, occupation license or certification

All exclusions may not be applicable, or may be adjusted, as required by state regulations.

Can I take this insurance with me if I change jobs/am no longer a member of this group?
In the event this insurance ends due to a change in your employment/membership status with the group, or for certain other
reasons, you have the right to port your coverage to a group trust plan, subject to certain conditions.
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Voluntary Short-Term Disability
Insurance

We’ve Got You Covered
As an active employee of Rio Grande City Consolidated

Independent School District, you have access to a disability

income insurance policy from United of Omaha Life Insurance

Company.

A disability income insurance policy can help provide security

when you need it, plus give you peace of mind so you can

recover faster and get back on the job sooner.

Coverage guidelines and benefits are outlined below.

ELIGIBILITY - ALL ELIGIBLE EMPLOYEES
Eligibility
Requirement

You must be actively working a minimum of 20 hours per week to be eligible for

coverage.
Premium
Payment

The premiums for this insurance are paid in full by you.

BENEFITS
Elimination
Period

If you become disabled, there is an elimination period before benefits are payable. Your

benefits begin:

·On the day of your disabling injury.

·On the 15th day of your disabling illness.
Weekly Benefit Your benefit is equivalent to 66 2/3% of your before-tax weekly earnings, not to exceed

the plan’s maximum weekly benefit amount less other income sources.

The premium for your short-term disability coverage is waived while you are receiving

benefits.
Maximum Benefit
Period

Up to 26 weeks

Maximum Weekly
Benefit

$1,750



Minimum Weekly
Benefit

$25

Partial Disability
Benefits

If you become disabled and can work part-time (but not full-time), you may be eligible
for partial disability benefits, which will help supplement your income until you are able
to return to work full-time.

DEFINITIONS
Definition of
Disability

Disability and disabled mean that because of an injury or illness, a significant change in
your mental or functional abilities has occurred, for which you are prevented from
performing at least one of the material duties of your regular job and are unable to
generate current earnings which exceed 99% of your weekly earnings from your regular
job. You can be totally or partially disabled during the elimination period.

Definition of
Weekly Earnings

Weekly earnings for salaried employees is the gross annual salary in effect immediately
prior to the date disability begins, divided by 52. Weekly earnings for hourly employees
is the hourly rate of pay multiplied by the average number of hours worked per week
during the 12 month period immediately prior to the date disability begins. If employed
for part of the prior 12 month period, weekly earnings is the hourly rate of pay multiplied
by the average number of hours worked.

FEATURES
Vocational
Rehabilitation
Benefit

If you become disabled and participate in the vocational rehabilitation program, you will
be eligible for a monthly benefit increase of 10%.

First Day
Hospitalization/
Outpatient

The elimination period for this coverage is waived if you are admitted as an in-patient in
a hospital at the onset of disability (when your disability begins). If you receive
outpatient surgery and you are disabled for at least 5 days during your recovery, benefits
begin on the day of the surgery.

Portability The portability feature allows you to apply for disability insurance through a trust policy
should your employment end, without having to provide evidence of insurability. You
will be responsible for paying the premium for coverage.

SERVICES
Hearing Discount
Program

The Hearing Discount Program provides you and your family discounted hearing
products, including hearing aids and batteries. Call 1-888-534-1747 or visit
www.amplifonusa.com/mutualofomaha to learn more.



VOLUNTARY SHORT-TERM DISABILITY PREMIUM CALCULATION
Use the rates in the Age/Premium Factor Table to calculate your premium for voluntary short-term disability coverage in the
worksheet below, using the example as a guide.

AGE PREMIUM FACTOR
MONTHLY PREMIUM CALCULATION EXAMPLE

(42-year-old employee
earning $40,000 a year)

< 25 0.0520026
25 - 29 0.0566695
30 - 34 0.0486691

List your weekly earnings $ $ 769.23 35 - 39 0.0373352
(Maximum is $2,624.87) 40 - 49 0.0360018
Multiply by the premium factor 0.0360018 50 - 54 0.0420021
Your Estimated Monthly Premium** $ $ 27.69 55 - 59 0.0566695

60 - 64 0.0753371
65+ 0.0846709

**This is an estimate of premium cost. Actual deductions may vary slightly due to
rounding and payroll frequency.



This information describes some of the features of the benefits plan. Benefits may not be available in all states. Please refer to the certificate
booklet for a full explanation of the plan’s benefits, exclusions, limitations and reductions. Should there be any discrepancy between the
certificate booklet and this summary, the certificate booklet will prevail. Benefits availability is subject to final acceptance and approval of
the group application by the underwriting company. Disability income insurance is underwritten by United of Omaha Life Insurance
Company, 3300 Mutual of Omaha Plaza, Omaha, NE 68175, 1-800-769-7159. United of Omaha Life Insurance Company is licensed
nationwide, except in New York. Policy form number 7000GM-U-EZ-2010.

VOLUNTARY SHORT-TERM DISABILITY INSURANCE

Who is eligible for this insurance?
You must be actively working (performing all normal duties of your job) at least 20 hours per week.

How long will my benefits be paid?
Benefits begin after the end of the elimination period and can be payable up to the maximum benefit period as long as you
remain disabled.
Will my benefits be reduced by other sources of income?
Yes, depending on the type of income you receive. Your benefit amount may be reduced by other sources of income such as
retirement/government plans, other group disability plans, salary continuance/sick leave, settlements on payments received and
no-fault benefits.

Does this plan cover me if I become disabled due to an injury at work?
Yes, your STD insurance provides benefits for both on-the-job and off-the-job coverage for disabilities due to injury or sickness.

Are there any limitations or exclusions?
The benefits payable are subject to the following:

· Your plan is subject to a pre-existing condition limitation. A pre-existing condition is one for which you have received medical
treatment, consultation, care or services including diagnostic measures, or if you were prescribed or took prescription
medications in the predetermined time frame prior to your effective date of coverage. The pre-existing condition under this
plan is 3/12 which means any condition that you receive medical attention for in the 3 months prior to your effective date of
coverage that results in a disability during the first 12 months of coverage, would not be covered.

· Benefits are not payable for any disability or loss that:

- Results from an act of declared or undeclared war or armed aggression

- Results from participation in a riot or commission of or attempt to commit a felony

- Results, whether the insured person is sane or insane, from an intentionally self-inflicted injury or illness, suicide, or
attempted suicide

- Occurs while incarcerated or imprisoned for any period exceeding 31 days

- Is solely a result of a loss of a professional license, occupation license or certification

All exclusions may not be applicable, or may be adjusted, as required by state regulations.

Can I take this insurance with me if I change jobs/am no longer a member of this group?
In the event this insurance ends due to a change in your employment/membership status with the group, or for certain other
reasons, you have the right to port your coverage to a group trust plan, subject to certain conditions.
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Voluntary Long-Term Disability Insurance

We’ve Got You Covered
As an active employee of Rio Grande City Consolidated
Independent School District, you have access to a disability
income insurance policy from United of Omaha Life Insurance
Company.

A lengthy disability can be devastating, and is more common
than you might think. It may lead to a loss of income,
independence and financial security.

A disability income insurance policy can help provide security
when you need it most. It pays you cash benefits when you’re
sick or hurt and can’t work.

Coverage guidelines and benefits are outlined in the chart below.

ELIGIBILITY - ALL ELIGIBLE EMPLOYEES
Eligibility
Requirement

You must be actively working a minimum of 20 hours per week to be eligible for
coverage.

Premium
Payment

The premiums for this insurance are paid in full by you.

BENEFITS
Elimination
Period

Your benefits begin on the later of 180 calendar days after the onset of your disabling
injury or illness or the date your short-term disability ends.

Monthly Benefit Your benefit is equivalent to 60% of your before-tax monthly earnings, not to exceed the
plan’s maximum monthly benefit amount less other income sources.

The premium for your long-term disability coverage is waived while you are receiving
benefits.

Maximum
Monthly Benefit

$8,000

Minimum Monthly
Benefit

$100/10%

Maximum Benefit
Period

If you become disabled prior to age 62, benefits are payable to age 65, your Social
Security Normal Retirement Age or 3.5 years, whichever is longest. At age 62 (and
older), the benefit period will be based on a reduced duration schedule.



Partial Disability
Benefits

If you become disabled and can work part-time (but not full-time), you may be eligible
for partial disability benefits. Additional benefits for family care expenses for eligible
family members are also available while receiving partial disability benefits.

DEFINITIONS
Own Occupation 2 Years
Own Occupation
Earnings Test

99%

Definition of
Monthly Earnings

Monthly earnings for salaried employees is the gross annual salary in effect immediately
prior to the date disability begins, divided by 12. Monthly earnings for hourly employees
is the hourly rate of pay multiplied by the average number of hours worked per month
during the 12 month period immediately prior to the date disability begins. If employed
for part of the prior 12 month period, monthly earnings is the hourly rate of pay
multiplied by the average number of hours worked.

FEATURES
Vocational
Rehabilitation
Benefit

If you become disabled and participate in the vocational rehabilitation program, you will
be eligible for a monthly benefit increase of 10%.

Survivor Benefit If you pass away while receiving disability benefits, a lump sum equal to 3 times your
monthly benefit will be paid to your eligible survivor.

Portability The portability feature allows you to apply for disability insurance through a trust policy
should your employment end, without having to provide evidence of insurability. You
will be responsible for paying the premium for coverage.

SERVICES
Hearing Discount
Program

The Hearing Discount Program provides you and your family discounted hearing
products, including hearing aids and batteries. Call 1-888-534-1747 or visit
www.amplifonusa.com/mutualofomaha to learn more.

VOLUNTARY LONG-TERM DISABILITY PREMIUM CALCULATION

Use the rates in the Age/Premium Factor Table to calculate your premium for voluntary long-term disability coverage in the
worksheet below, using the example as a guide.

AGE PREMIUM FACTOR
MONTHLY PREMIUM CALCULATION EXAMPLE

(42-year-old employee
earning $40,000 a year)

< 30 0.0011900
30 - 34 0.0016800
35 - 39 0.0023800

List your monthly earnings $ $ 3,333.33 40 - 44 0.0041600
(Maximum is $13,333.33) 45 - 49 0.0063400
Multiply by the premium factor 0.0041600 50 - 54 0.0083200
Your Estimated Monthly Premium** $ $ 13.87 55 - 64 0.0099000

65+ 0.0104000

**This is an estimate of premium cost. Actual deductions may vary slightly due to
rounding and payroll frequency.



This information describes some of the features of the benefits plan. Benefits may not be available in all states. Please refer to the certificate
booklet for a full explanation of the plan’s benefits, exclusions, limitations and reductions. Should there be any discrepancy between the
certificate booklet and this summary, the certificate booklet will prevail. Benefits availability is subject to final acceptance and approval of
the group application by the underwriting company. Disability income insurance is underwritten by United of Omaha Life Insurance
Company, 3300 Mutual of Omaha Plaza, Omaha, NE 68175, 1-800-769-7159. United of Omaha Life Insurance Company is licensed
nationwide, except in New York. Policy form number 7000GM-U-EZ-2010.

VOLUNTARY LONG-TERM DISABILITY INSURANCE

Who is eligible for this insurance?
You must be actively working (performing all normal duties of your job) at least 20 hours per week.

How long will my benefits be paid?
Benefits begin after the end of the elimination period and can be payable up to the maximum benefit period as long as you
remain disabled.
Will my benefits be reduced by other sources of income?
Yes, depending on the type of income you receive. Your benefit amount may be reduced by other sources of income such as
retirement/government plans, other group disability plans, salary continuance/sick leave, settlements on payments received and
no-fault benefits.

Does this plan cover me if I become disabled due to an injury at work?
Yes, your LTD insurance provides benefits for both on-the-job and off-the-job coverage for disabilities due to injury or sickness.

Are there any limitations or exclusions?
The benefits payable are subject to the following:

· Your plan is subject to a pre-existing condition limitation. A pre-existing condition is one for which you have received medical
treatment, consultation, care or services including diagnostic measures, or if you were prescribed or took prescription
medications in the predetermined time frame prior to your effective date of coverage. The pre-existing condition under this
plan is 3/12 which means any condition that you receive medical attention for in the 3 months prior to your effective date of
coverage that results in a disability during the first 12 months of coverage, would not be covered.

· Benefits are not payable for any disability or loss that:
- Results from an act of declared or undeclared war or armed aggression
- Results from participation in a riot or commission of or attempt to commit a felony
- Results, whether the insured person is sane or insane, from an intentionally self-inflicted injury or illness, suicide, or

attempted suicide
- Results from alcohol and drug abuse and/or substance abuse, except as noted above
- Results from a mental disorder, except as noted above
- Is caused by alcohol and drug abuse and/or substance abuse, while not being actively supervised by and receiving continuing

treatment from a rehabilitation center or designated institution approved for such treatment by an appropriate body in the
governing jurisdiction

- Occurs while incarcerated or imprisoned for any period exceeding 31 days
- Is solely a result of a loss of a professional license, occupation license or certification

All exclusions may not be applicable, or may be adjusted, as required by state regulations.

Can I take this insurance with me if I change jobs/am no longer a member of this group?
In the event this insurance ends due to a change in your employment/membership status with the group, or for certain other
reasons, you have the right to port your coverage to a group trust plan, subject to certain conditions.
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Voluntary Term Life Insurance

We’ve Got You Covered

As an active employee of Rio Grande City Consolidated
Independent School District, you have access to a life insurance
policy from United of Omaha Life Insurance Company.

It replaces the income you would have provided, and helps pay
funeral costs, manage debt and cover ongoing expenses.

How much insurance is enough?

When determining how much life insurance you need, think
about the expenses you may encounter now and through every
stage of your life.

Coverage guidelines and benefits are outlined in the chart below.

ELIGIBILITY - ALL ELIGIBLE EMPLOYEES
Eligibility Requirement You must be actively working a minimum of 20 hours per week to be

eligible for coverage.
Dependent Eligibility
Requirement

To be eligible for coverage, your dependents must be able to perform
normal activities, and not be confined (at home, in a hospital, or in any
other care facility), and any child(ren) must be under age 26. In order for
your spouse and/or children to be eligible for coverage, you must elect
coverage for yourself.

Premium Payment The premiums for this insurance are paid in full by you.
COVERAGE GUIDELINES

Minimum Guarantee Issue Maximum
For You $10,000 5 times annual salary, up to

$300,000
$500,000, in increments of
$10,000, but no more than 5
times annual salary



Spouse $5,000 100% of employee’s
benefit,
up to $50,000

50% of employee’s benefit,
up to $250,000

Children $10,000 100% of employee’s benefit 50% of employee’s benefit,
up to $10,000

Subject to any reductions shown below. Guarantee Issue is available to new hires. Amounts over the Guarantee Issue will require a
health application/evidence of insurability. For late entrants, all amounts will require a health application/evidence of insurability.

BENEFITS
Life Insurance
Benefit Amount

Within the coverage guidelines defined above, you select the amount of life insurance
coverage you want.

This plan includes the option to select coverage for your spouse and dependent children.
Children include those, up to age 26.

In the event of death, the benefit paid will be equal to the benefit amount after any age
reductions less any living care/accelerated death benefits previously paid under this plan.

Accidental
Death &
Dismemberment
(AD&D) Benefit
Amount

Within the coverage guidelines defined in the "AD&D Coverage Selection and Premium
Calculation" section that follows, you select the amount of AD&D coverage that you want
for yourself, your spouse and your dependent child(ren).

AD&D coverage is available if you or your dependents are injured or die as a result of an
accident, and the injury or death is independent of sickness and all other causes. The
benefit amount depends on the type of loss incurred, and is either all or a portion of the
Principal Sum.

FEATURES
Living Care/
Accelerated
Death Benefit

75% of the amount of the life insurance benefit is available to you if terminally ill, not to
exceed $375,000.

Waiver of
Premium

If it is determined that you are totally disabled, your life insurance benefit will continue
without payment of premium, subject to certain conditions.

Annual Benefit
Amount
Increase

If you enroll for even the minimum amount of coverage during your initial enrollment, you
have the ability to enroll for additional coverage at your next enrollment by up to $10,000,
provided the total amount of insurance does not exceed your maximum benefit amount.
This feature allows you to secure additional life insurance protection in the event your
needs change (ex. you get married or have a child). Amounts over the Guarantee Issue will
require evidence of insurability (proof of good health).

Additional
AD&D Benefits

In addition to basic AD&D benefits, you are protected by the following benefits:
- Child Education - Seat Belt - Airbag
- Repatriation - Common Carrier

Portability Allows you to continue this insurance program for yourself and your dependents should
you leave your employer for any reason, without having to provide evidence of insurability
(information about your health). You will be responsible for the premium for the coverage.

Conversion If your employment ends, you may apply for an individual life insurance policy from
Mutual of Omaha without having to provide evidence of insurability (information about
your health). You will be responsible for the premium for the coverage.

SERVICES
Hearing
Discount
Program

The Hearing Discount Program provides you and your family discounted hearing products,
including hearing aids and batteries. Call 1-888-534-1747 or visit
www.amplifonusa.com/mutualofomaha to learn more.

Will Prep
Services

We work with Epoq, Inc. to offer employees online will prep tools. In just a few clicks you
can complete a basic will or other documents to protect your family and property. To get
started visit www.willprepservices.com.



AGE REDUCTIONS AND EXCLUSIONS
Insurance benefits and guarantee issue amounts are subject to age reductions:

- At age 70, amounts reduce to 65%
- At age 75, amounts reduce to 45%

Spouse coverage terminates when you reach age 70.

Life insurance benefits will not be paid if the insured’s death is the result of suicide within two years from the
date coverage begins. If this occurs, the sum of the premiums paid will be returned to the beneficiary. The
same applies for any future increases in coverage under this plan.

Information about the AD&D exclusions for this plan will be included in the summary of coverage, which
you will receive after enrolling.

Please contact your employer if you have questions prior to enrolling.



Voluntary Term Life Coverage Selection and Premium Calculation
Please note that the premium amounts presented below may
vary slightly from the amounts provided on your enrollment
form, due to rounding.
To select your benefit amount and calculate your premium,
do the following:

1) Locate the benefit amount you want from the top row of the
employee premium table. Your benefit amount must be in
an increment of $10,000. Refer to the Coverage Guidelines
section for minimums and maximums, if needed.

2) Find your age bracket in the far left column.

3) Your premium amount is found in the box where the row
(your age) and the column (benefit amount) intersect.

4) Enter the benefit and premium amounts into their respective
areas in the Voluntary Life section of your enrollment form.

If the benefit amount you want to select is greater than any
amount in the table below, select the benefit amount from the top
row that when multiplied by another number results in the benefit
amount you want. For example, if you want $150,000 in
coverage, you obtain your premium amount by multiplying the
rate for $50,000 times 3.

EMPLOYEE PREMIUM TABLE (12 PAYROLL DEDUCTIONS PER YEAR)
Age $10,000 $20,000 $30,000 $40,000 $50,000 $60,000 $70,000 $80,000 $90,000 $100,000

0 - 34 $0.49 $0.98 $1.47 $1.96 $2.45 $2.94 $3.43 $3.92 $4.41 $4.90
35 - 39 $0.93 $1.86 $2.79 $3.72 $4.65 $5.58 $6.51 $7.44 $8.37 $9.30
40 - 44 $1.40 $2.80 $4.20 $5.60 $7.00 $8.40 $9.80 $11.20 $12.60 $14.00
45 - 49 $2.46 $4.92 $7.38 $9.84 $12.30 $14.76 $17.22 $19.68 $22.14 $24.60
50 - 54 $4.27 $8.54 $12.81 $17.08 $21.35 $25.62 $29.89 $34.16 $38.43 $42.70
55 - 59 $6.36 $12.72 $19.08 $25.44 $31.80 $38.16 $44.52 $50.88 $57.24 $63.60
60 - 64 $7.41 $14.82 $22.23 $29.64 $37.05 $44.46 $51.87 $59.28 $66.69 $74.10

65+ $8.56 $17.12 $25.68 $34.24 $42.80 $51.36 $59.92 $68.48 $77.04 $85.60

Follow the method described above to select a benefit amount and calculate premiums for optional dependent spouse and/or
child(ren) coverage. Your spouse’s rate is based on your age, so find your age bracket in the far left column of the Spouse
Premium Table. Your spouse’s premium amount is found in the box where the row (the age) and the column (benefit amount)
intersect. Your spouse’s benefit amount must be in an increment of $5,000. Refer to the Coverage Guidelines section for
minimums and maximums, if needed.

SPOUSE PREMIUM TABLE (12 PAYROLL DEDUCTIONS PER YEAR)
Age $5,000 $10,000 $15,000 $20,000 $25,000 $30,000 $35,000 $40,000 $45,000 $50,000

0 - 34 $0.25 $0.49 $0.74 $0.98 $1.23 $1.47 $1.72 $1.96 $2.21 $2.45
35 - 39 $0.47 $0.93 $1.40 $1.86 $2.33 $2.79 $3.26 $3.72 $4.19 $4.65
40 - 44 $0.70 $1.40 $2.10 $2.80 $3.50 $4.20 $4.90 $5.60 $6.30 $7.00
45 - 49 $1.23 $2.46 $3.69 $4.92 $6.15 $7.38 $8.61 $9.84 $11.07 $12.30
50 - 54 $2.14 $4.27 $6.41 $8.54 $10.68 $12.81 $14.95 $17.08 $19.22 $21.35
55 - 59 $3.18 $6.36 $9.54 $12.72 $15.90 $19.08 $22.26 $25.44 $28.62 $31.80
60 - 64 $3.71 $7.41 $11.12 $14.82 $18.53 $22.23 $25.94 $29.64 $33.35 $37.05
65 - 69 $4.28 $8.56 $12.84 $17.12 $21.40 $25.68 $29.96 $34.24 $38.52 $42.80

ALL CHILDREN PREMIUM TABLE
(12 PAYROLL DEDUCTIONS PER YEAR)*

$10,000
$2.00

*Regardless of how many children you have, they are included in the "All Children" premium amounts listed in the table above.



Voluntary AD&D Coverage Selection and Premium Calculation
Please note that the premium amounts presented below may
vary slightly from the amounts provided on your enrollment
form, due to rounding.

You have the ability to select the amount of AD&D coverage
you feel is appropriate for yourself and your eligible
dependents. However, there are some guidelines you need to
consider when choosing this coverage.
COVERAGE SELECTION GUIDELINES

1) You and each of your eligible dependents must be
covered by some level of voluntary term life insurance
to be eligible for AD&D coverage.

2) AD&D coverage is not required for you or your eligible
dependents, even if you have voluntary term life coverage.

3) Dependent AD&D benefit amounts cannot exceed 50% of
your AD&D benefit amount.

4) You and your eligible dependents can select any amount of
AD&D coverage between the minimum and the maximum
as indicated in the Coverage Guidelines section.

COVERAGE SELECTION AND PREMIUM
CALCULATION
To select your benefit amount and calculate your
premium, do the following:

1) Locate the benefit amount you want to select from the top row
of the employee premium table. Your benefit amount must be
in an increment of 10,000.

2) Locate the corresponding premium amount in the row below.

3) Enter your benefit and premium amounts into their respective
areas in the AD&D section of your enrollment form.

If the benefit amount you want to select is greater than any
amount in the table below, select the benefit amount from the top
row that when multiplied by another number results in the benefit
amount you want to select. For example, if you want $150,000 in
coverage, you obtain your AD&D premium amount by
multiplying the rate for $50,000 times 3.

EMPLOYEE PREMIUM TABLE (12 PAYROLL DEDUCTIONS PER YEAR)
$10,000 $20,000 $30,000 $40,000 $50,000 $60,000 $70,000 $80,000 $90,000 $100,000
$0.30 $0.60 $0.90 $1.20 $1.50 $1.80 $2.10 $2.40 $2.70 $3.00

Follow the method described above to calculate premiums for optional dependent spouse and/or child(ren) coverage. Your
spouse's benefit amount must be in an increment of $5,000. Dependent AD&D benefit amounts cannot be more than 50%
of your AD&D benefit amount.

SPOUSE PREMIUM TABLE (12 PAYROLL DEDUCTIONS PER YEAR)
$5,000 $10,000 $15,000 $20,000 $25,000 $30,000 $35,000 $40,000 $45,000 $50,000
$0.15 $0.30 $0.45 $0.60 $0.75 $0.90 $1.05 $1.20 $1.35 $1.50

ALL CHILDREN PREMIUM TABLE
(12 PAYROLL DEDUCTIONS PER YEAR)

$10,000
$0.30

*Regardless of how many children you have, they are included in the “All Children” premium amounts listed in the table above.



This information describes some of the features of the benefits plan. Benefits may not be available in all states. Please refer to the certificate
booklet for a full explanation of the plan's benefits, exclusions, limitations and reductions. Should there be any discrepancy between the
certificate booklet and this outline, the certificate booklet will prevail. Availability of benefits is subject to final acceptance and approval of
the group application by the underwriting company. Life insurance and accidental death & dismemberment insurance are underwritten by
United of Omaha Life Insurance Company, 3300 Mutual of Omaha Plaza, Omaha, NE 68175. Policy form number 7000GM-U-EZ 2010 or
state equivalent (in NC: 7000GM-U-EZ 2010 NC). United of Omaha Life Insurance Company is licensed nationwide, except New York.

VOLUNTARY TERM LIFE INSURANCE

Who is eligible for this insurance?
· You must be actively working (performing all normal duties of your job) at least 20 hours per week.

· Your dependent(s) must be performing normal activities and not be confined (at home or in a hospital/care facility) and any
child(ren) must be under age 26.

What is Guarantee Issue?
The amount of insurance applied for without answering any health questions (or which does not require evidence of insurability).
Coverage amounts over the Guarantee Issue Amount will require evidence of insurability.

What is Evidence of Insurability?
Evidence of Insurability or proof of good health – may be required if you are a late entrant and/or you request any additional
coverage above your guarantee issue amount.

Can I take this insurance with me if I change jobs/am no longer a member of this
group?
In the event this insurance ends due to a change in your employment/membership status with the group, or for certain other
reasons, you or your insured spouse may have the right to continue this insurance under the Portability or Conversion provision,
subject to certain conditions.

Are there any limitations, reductions or exclusions?
The benefits payable are based on the following:
· Insurance benefits and guarantee issue amounts are subject to age reductions:

- At age 70, amounts reduce to 65%
- At age 75, amounts reduce to 45%

· Spouse coverage terminates when you reach age 70.

· Life insurance benefits will not be paid if the insured’s death is the result of suicide within two years from the date coverage
begins. If this occurs, the sum of the premiums paid will be returned to the beneficiary. The same applies for any future
increases in coverage under this plan.

· Information about the AD&D exclusions for this plan will be included in the summary of coverage, which you will receive
after enrolling.

All exclusions may not be applicable, or may be adjusted, as required by state regulations.
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Voluntary Dental Insurance

As an active employee of Rio Grande City Consolidated
Independent School District, you have access to a dental
insurance policy from United of Omaha Life Insurance
Company.

You have so many reasons to keep your teeth and gums
healthy. Ongoing dental care will help you maintain the best
possible oral – and overall – health and well-being.

Coverage guidelines and benefits are outlined in the chart
below.

ELIGIBILITY - ALL ELIGIBLE EMPLOYEES
Eligibility
Requirement

You must be actively working a minimum of 20 hours per week to be eligible for
coverage.

Dependent Eligibility
Requirement

A child must meet the eligibility requirements of the Policy and be under age 26 if
eligible as defined by Policy. In order for your spouse and/or children to be eligible
for coverage, you must elect coverage for yourself.

Premium Payment The premiums for this insurance are paid in full by you.
LATE ENTRANT
Type A None
Type B 12 Months
Type C 12 Months
Orthodontia 12 Months



PLAN YEAR DEDUCTIBLES AND MAXIMUMS IN-NETWORK OUT-NETWORK
Type A Waived Waived
Type B & C Deductible
Individual $50 $50
Family 3 times Individual 3 times Individual
Annual Maximum $1,000 $1,000
Orthodontia Lifetime Maximum $1,000 $1,000
The same expenses may be used to satisfy both the In-Network and Out-Network deductible.

COVERED SERVICES IN-NETWORK OUT-NETWORK
Type A Services 100% 100%
· Examinations/Evaluations
· Bitewing X-rays
· Fluoride Treatments
· Cleaning/Prophylaxis
· Sealants
· Space Maintainers
· Full Mouth X-rays, Panoramic Film
Type B Services 80% 80%
· All Other X-Rays
· Palliative Treatment
· Periodontal Maintenance
· Brush Biopsy/Cancer Screening
· Fillings
· Stainless Steel Crowns
· Simple Extractions
· Oral Surgery
· Endodontics
· Surgical Extractions
· General Anesthesia or I.V. Sedation
· Surgical Periodontics
· Non-Surgical Periodontics
Type C Services 50% 50%
· Bruxism Appliances
· Full or Partial Removable Dentures
· Repair of Full or Partial Removable Dentures
· Adjustments, Tissue Conditioning, Rebasing or

Relining of Full or Partial Removable Dentures
· Bridges
· Repair/Recementation of Bridges
· Cast Crowns, Inlays, Onlays, Labial Veneers
· Repair/Recementation of Cast

Crowns/Inlays/Onlays/Labial Veneers
· Implants
Orthodontia - All Insured Persons 50% 50%
· Harmful Habit Appliances
1) The plan pays the percentage shown after the deductible is satisfied up to the maximum. Additional information about the

benefits and covered services of this plan will be included in the certificate booklet, which you will receive after enrolling for
this coverage. Please contact your employer or benefits administrator if you have questions prior to enrolling.

2) The plan pays the same coverage levels for both In-Network and Out-Network services. However, because In-Network
providers offer their services at predetermined fees, out-of-pocket expenses may be lower for plan members when receiving
covered services from an In-Network provider.

3) The Maximum Allowance  for Out-Network Services is based on the 95th Percentile as determined by Mutual of Omaha.
Charges that exceed the Maximum Allowance (as defined in the certificate booklet) for any covered dental service are not
considered.



ROLLOVER BENEFIT PROVISION
The Rollover Benefit provision allows you and your dependents to save your dental benefit dollars for when you need
them most. With this provision, Mutual of Omaha will “roll over” a percentage of the Policy Year Maximum Benefit for
each insured person in a given calendar year, increasing the following Policy Year maximum for that insured person
(subject to certain conditions). Rollover calculations are determined based on In-Network provisions.



LIMITATIONS

Information about the limitations and exclusions for this plan will be included in the certificate booklet, which you will
receive after enrolling for this coverage. Please contact your employer or Benefits Administrator if you have any
questions prior to enrolling.

· Exams – 2 services in a 12 month period.
· Bitewing X-rays – 2 films in a 12 month period.
· Full Mouth X-rays or Panoramic Film – 1 in any 60 month period.
· Fluoride – Child and Adult. 1 service in a 12 month period.
· Harmful Habit Appliance – For dependent children up to age 14.
· Cleaning – 2 services in a 12 month period. An additional 2 services if required for documented medical reasons.
· Sealants – For dependent children up to age 14; one per permanent bicuspid or molar tooth in any 60 month period.
· Brush Biopsy/Cancer Screen – 1 service in a 12 month period.
· Space Maintainers – For dependent children up to age 16, includes recementations and removal.
· Fillings –Composite fillings allowed on all teeth. Replacement once in a 24 month period.
· Stainless Steel Crowns – For dependent children up to age 16; one per tooth per lifetime. Not for temporary

restoration.
· Periodontal Maintenance – 2 services in a 12 month period in addition to routine cleaning. Following active

periodontal treatment only.
· Cast Crowns, Inlays, Onlays, Labial Veneers – Replacement allowed once in 7 years.
· Bridges – Replacement allowed once in 7 years.
· Dentures – Replacement allowed once in 7 years.
· Bruxism Appliance – 1 in any 36 month period. Includes all adjustments.
· Implants – 1 per tooth per lifetime.
· Orthodontia – Includes case workup, all appliances and one set of retainers.
SERVICES
Hearing Discount
Program

The Hearing Discount Program provides you and your family discounted hearing
products, including hearing aids and batteries. Call 1-888-534-1747 or visit
www.amplifonusa.com/mutualofomaha to learn more.

PREMIUM AMOUNTS AND ENROLLING FOR COVERAGE

Coverage Tier Premium Amount
(24 Payroll Deductions Per Year)

Employee/Member $14.49
Employee/Member + Spouse $26.42
Employee/Member + Child(ren) $28.97
Employee/Member + Family $43.60
To enroll for dental coverage:
1) Using the table above, first identify the tier of coverage you wish to enroll for. Options are available that provide coverage for

you (the employee) only, or for you and your family. The amount listed in the Premium Amount column is the cost per
paycheck for each tier of coverage.

2) Locate the Voluntary Dental Coverage election section on your enrollment form. Place a √ or an x in the Yes box next to the
tier of coverage you wish to enroll for, then insert the Premium Amount for the tier you select into the Premium Amount
column (if the premium amount is not already available on the form).

3) If you are enrolling for coverage for your dependents, complete the Dependent Information section of the enrollment form.



This information describes some of the features of the benefits plan. Benefits may not be available in all states. Please refer to the certificate
booklet for a full explanation of the plan’s benefits, exclusions, limitations and reductions. Should there be any discrepancy between the
certificate booklet and this summary, the certificate booklet will prevail. Availability of benefits is subject to final acceptance and approval
of the group application by the underwriting company. Dental insurance is underwritten by Mutual of Omaha Insurance Company or United
of Omaha Life Insurance Company, 3300 Mutual of Omaha Plaza, Omaha, NE 68175, 1-800-769-7159. United of Omaha Insurance
Company is licensed nationwide, except in New York Policy form number: 7000GM-U-EZ 2010 or state equivalent (In NC: 7000GM-U-EZ
2010 NC).

VOLUNTARY DENTAL INSURANCE

Who is eligible for this insurance?
You must be actively working (performing all normal duties of your job) at least 20 hours per week.

When does my coverage begin?
Complete enrollment information must be submitted to us through your Benefits Administrator prior to the requested effective
date. Enrollment will be accepted within 31 days following the day you become eligible; however your effective date will then
be the first of the following month.

When does my coverage begin for my dependents?
A Dependent child is considered eligible for insurance at birth and may be added to your policy at any time up to the child’s third
birthday. If we do not receive notification of the child’s enrollment by age 3, you will be required to wait until the next
Subsequent Enrollment Period to enroll the child.

Are there any waiting periods on this plan?
There is never a waiting period for Type A services. All insured persons will have these services available to them on the day
they become effective.
Any employee who did not elect coverage when they were first eligible are considered ‘late’ to the plan at any other time they
enroll. For these employees and family members, there is a does not apply waiting period for Type B, Type C and Orthodontic
services.

If I enroll now, can I change or drop my coverage at any time?
Your enrollment in this coverage is for a 12 month Policy Year. During the Policy Year, you may drop coverage, or add or
remove dependents, or terminate coverage within 31 days of a qualifying Life Change Event (as defined in the Certificate).
These events include the birth of a child, pending adoption, marriage, divorce or loss of other coverage.
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Voluntary Vision Insurance

Your Vision Matters

As an active employee of Rio Grande City Consolidated
Independent School District, you have access to a vision
insurance policy from United of Omaha Life Insurance
Company.

You have so many reasons to keep your eyes healthy.
Ongoing vision care will help you maintain the best
possible eye – and overall – health and well-being.

Coverage guidelines and benefits are outlined in the chart
below.

ELIGIBILITY - ALL ELIGIBLE EMPLOYEES
Eligibility Requirement You must be actively working a minimum of 20 hours per week

to be eligible for coverage.
Dependent Eligibility Requirement To be eligible for coverage, any dependent child(ren) must be

under 26. In order for your spouse and/or children to be eligible
for coverage, you must elect coverage for yourself.

Premium Payment The premiums for this insurance are paid in full by you.
BENEFITS MEMBER COST IN-NETWORK OUT-OF-NETWORK

REIMBURSEMENT*
Exam with Dilation as Necessary $10 copay Up to $37
Exam Options:
·Retinal Imaging
·Standard Contact Lens Fit & Follow-up
·Premium Contact Lens Fit & Follow-up

·Up to $39
·Up to $40
·10% off retail price

·Not Applicable

Frames
·Any available frame at provider location ·$0 copay, $150 allowance

plus 20% off balance over
·Up to $66



allowance

Standard Plastic Lenses:
·Single Vision
·Bifocal
·Trifocal
·Lenticular
·Standard Progressive Lenses (add on to
bifocal copay)
·Premium Progressive Lenses (add on to
bifocal copay)
·Tier 1
·Tier 2
·Tier 3
·Tier 4

·$10 copay
·$10 copay
·$10 copay
·$10 copay
·$65 copay

·$85 copay
·$95 copay
·$110 copay
·$65 copay plus 80% of
charge less $120 allowance

·Up to $32
·Up to $48
·Up to $76
·Up to $76
·Up to $48

·Up to $48
·Up to $48
·Up to $48
·Up to $48

Lens Options:
·UV Coating
·Tint (Solid and Gradient)
·Standard Scratch Coating
·Standard Polycarbonate (Adults)
·Standard Polycarbonate (Children under 19)
·Standard Anti-Reflective
·Photochromic – Transitions
·Other Add-ons

·$0 copay
·$0 copay
·$0 copay
·$40
·$0 copay
·$45
·$75
·20% off retail price

·Up to $12
·Up to $12
·Up to $12
·Not Applicable
·Up to $32
·Not Applicable
·Not Applicable
·Not Applicable

Contact Lenses:
(Contact lens allowance includes materials only)
·Conventional

·Disposable

·Medically Necessary

·$0 copay, $150 allowance
plus 15% off balance over
allowance
·$0 copay, $150 allowance

·$0 copay, paid in full

·Up to $102

·Up to $120

·Up to $210

Laser Vision Correction:
·LASIK or PRK from U.S. Laser Network ·15% off retail price or 5% off promotional price
Additional Pair of Glasses or Contacts 40% discount off of complete pair of eyeglasses and 15% off

conventional contact lenses once the funded benefit has been
used

FREQUENCY
Exams Once every 12 months
Lenses or Contact Lenses Once every 12 months
Frames Once every 24 months

*Out-of-Network Reimbursement will be the lesser of the listed amount of the member’s actual cost from the out-of-network provider. In
certain states members may be required to pay the full retail rate and not the negotiated discount rate with certain participating
providers. Please see the online provider locator to determine which participating providers have agreed to the discounted rate.



EXCLUSIONS
We will not pay benefits for any services or materials connected with or changes arising from:
· orthoptic or vision training, subnormal vision aides and any associated supplemental testing;
· Aniseikonic lenses;
· medical or surgical treatment of the eye, eyes or supporting structures;
· any eye or vision examination, or any corrective eyewear required by the policyholder as a condition of employment;
· safety eyewear;
· services or materials provided or paid for in whole or in part by a state or federal government or its agencies;
· services or materials provided or paid for in whole or in part as a result of any workers’ compensation or occupational

disease law or as required by any federal or state governmental agency or program;
· Plano (non-prescription) lenses or contract lenses;
· non-prescription sunglasses;
· two pair of glasses in lieu of bifocals;
· services or materials provided or paid for in whole or in part by any other group benefit plan providing vision benefits;
· certain name brand vision materials for which the manufacturer maintains a no-discount practice;
· services rendered after the date an insured person ceases to be covered under the policy; or
· lost, stolen, or broken lenses, frames, glasses, or contact lenses until the next benefit frequency when vision materials

would next become available.



SERVICES
Hearing Discount Program The Hearing Discount Program provides you and your family

discounted hearing products, including hearing aids and
batteries. Call 1-888-534-1747 or visit
www.amplifonusa.com/mutualofomaha to learn more.

PREMIUM AMOUNTS
Coverage Tier Premium Amount (24 Payroll Deductions Per Year)

Employee/Member $3.54
Employee/Member + Spouse $7.08
Employee/Member + Child(ren) $7.43
Employee/Member + Family $10.35



This information describes some of the features of the benefits plan. Benefits may not be available in all states. Please refer to the certificate
booklet for a full explanation of the plan’s benefits, exclusions and limitations. Should there be any discrepancy between the certificate
booklet and this outline, the certificate booklet will prevail. Availability of benefits is subject to final acceptance and approval of the group
application by the underwriting company. Vision insurance is underwritten by United of Omaha Life Insurance Company, 3300 Mutual of
Omaha Plaza, Omaha, NE 68175, 1-800-769-7159. Policy form number: G2018MP or state equivalent (In NC: G2018MP NC). United of
Omaha Life Insurance Company is licensed nationwide, except in New York.

VOLUNTARY VISION INSURANCE

If I enroll now, can I change or drop my coverage at any time?
Your enrollment in this coverage is for a 12-month Policy Year. During this Policy Year, you may add or remove dependents
within 31 days of a qualifying Life Change Event (as defined in the Certificate). These events include the birth of a child,
pending adoption, marriage, divorce or loss of other coverage.

How do I use my vision benefit?
Mutual of Omaha’s affiliation with EyeMed’s Insight Network offers access to over 91,000 providers. To access your vision
benefit:
1. Locate an in-network provider of your choice by calling the Customer Care Center at 1-833-279-4358 or visiting
www.mutualofomaha.com/vision and choosing a provider on the provider locator. Or download the EyeMed Members App on
your iPhone, iPad or Android to view your benefit details and ID card right when you need it.
2. Schedule an appointment. Many of our providers also offer walk-in appointments, in which case, an appointment is not
necessary.
3. When you arrive, identify yourself as an EyeMed member or present your ID card to receive services. (Vision ID Card is not
required to receive services)
4. Your in-network provider will file claims on your behalf, so you don’t have to worry about anything!
How can I view my Explanation of Benefits online?
Click on “View Your Benefits” and select “Claim Status”. If an Explanation of Benefits is available for a claim, an EOB column
will appear next to the claim. Click the “View” button to view the document. Note: If the EOB column does not appear, EOBs
are not applicable to your plan.

Will I be able to choose any eyewear product available at an in-network provider
location?
Yes! With your Mutual of Omaha vision benefits, powered by EyeMed, you can apply your benefit toward any available frame
or brand of contact lenses that fit your vision needs and lifestyle.

Can I purchase two pair of eyeglasses and/or eyeglasses and contact lenses in
the same benefit period?
Yes! You are eligible for additional discounts, once the covered benefit has been used. We offer the largest additional pair
discount in the industry – 40 percent off eyeglasses and 15 percent off conventional contact lenses – which can be used at any in-
network location at any time while you are covered under the plan.

Are there any additional discounts beyond what is covered by the plan?
Yes! You will receive the following additional savings:
· 40 percent off additional complete pairs of glasses
· 20 percent off any remaining frame balance
· 15 percent off any remaining conventional contact lens balance
· 20 percent off non-covered items, including non-prescription sunglasses, accessories and lens cleaner
· 15 percent off the standard price or 5 percent off any promotional price of LASIK or PRK services
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Cancer Protection Assurance: Real Conversations 
and Real Coverage When You Really Need It

While 1 in 2 men and 1 in 3 women may get cancer in their 
lifetime, more and more Americans are living with cancer as a 
manageable disease. In fact today, 89% of women who are 
diagnosed with breast cancer will survive it and 98% of men who 
develop prostate cancer will live with it for five years—or more. 

We know that talking about cancer can feel overwhelming, 
but it doesn’t have to be. If a cancer diagnosis touches your team, 
Aflac Cancer Protection Assurance can help you balance fairness, 
empathy, privacy, dignity, morale and even productivity. Give your 
employees real conversations and coverage when they really need it 
with Aflac Cancer Protection Assurance. 

Since 1958, Aflac has been a pioneer in cancer insurance. 
Today, cancer treatment is changing—and we’re proud to be 
changing with it. Our Cancer Protection Assurance helps cover 
these innovative treatments with benefits that care for you as a  

whole person. 

From prevention to recovery, our benefits see 
your employees all the way through treatment 
—and stick with them for life 
after cancer.3

CANCER PROTECTION ASSURANCE

THE FACTS SAY YOU NEED THE PROTECTION OF THE AFLAC CANCER PROTECTION ASSURANCE INSURANCE POLICY:

LIFETIME RISK OF DEVELOPING CANCER IN 
THE UNITED STATES.1

FACT NO.  1

1  2 1 3IN IN
MEN HAVE 
A SLIGHTLY 
LESS THAN 

LIFETIME RISK OF DEVELOPING CANCER IN 
THE UNITED STATES.1

FACT NO. 2

WOMEN HAVE 
A SLIGHTLY 
MORE THAN 

Real help with the high cost 
of cancer care.

Real cancer coverage is more important 
than ever before. Why? Because having 
cancer is expensive—it costs patients and 
families more than any other chronic illness.4 
From deductibles and copays, to treatment 
transportation and childcare, there are lots 
of expenses that major medical may not 
cover, and Aflac benefits can really help. 

Why your employees will love it:

• End-to-End Care. We offer prevention,
diagnosis, treatment and recovery
benefits: we’re with them when they’re
well, and we’ll stick with them for life
after cancer

• Cash benefits paid directly to them�to
use as they see fit (unless otherwise
assigned)

Z180138 EXP 2/19Coverage is underwritten by American Family Life Assurance Company of Columbus.
Worldwide Headquarters | 1932 Wynnton Road | Columbus, Georgia 31999
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BENEFIT DESCRIPTION

INITIAL DIAGNOSIS
Named Insured or Spouse: $1,000-$6,000
Dependent Child: $2,000-$12,000 
Payable once per covered person, per lifetime

RADIATION THERAPY, 
CHEMOTHERAPY, IMMUNOTHERAPY 
OR EXPERIMENTAL CHEMOTHERAPY

Self-Administered: $100-$400 per calendar month

Physician Administered: $600-$1,500 per calendar month

This benefit is limited to one self-administered treatment and one physician-administered treatment 
per calendar month.

CANCER SCREENING
One $25-$100 benefit per calendar year, per covered person 

Benefit increases to three screenings per calendar year after the diagnosis for internal cancer 
or an associated cancerous condition

SURGERY/ANESTHESIA

$50-$5,000

Anesthesia: additional 25% of the Surgery Benefit

Maximum daily benefit will not exceed $2,125-$6,250; no lifetime maximum on the number of 
operations

HOSPITALIZATION CONFINEMENT 
FOR 30 DAYS OR LESS

Named Insured or Spouse: $100-$300

Dependent Child: $125-$375

HOSPITALIZATION CONFINEMENT 
FOR 31 DAYS OR MORE

Named Insured or Spouse: $200-$600

Dependent Child: $250-$750

OUTPATIENT HOSPITAL SURGICAL 
ROOM CHARGE

$100-$300 per day, per covered person

SKIN CANCER SURGERY

Laser or Cryosurgery: $20-$50

Excision of lesion of skin without flap or graft: $85-$250

Flap or graft without excision: $125-$375

Excision of lesion of skin with flap or graft: $200-$600

Maximum daily benefit will not exceed $200-$600. No lifetime maximum on the number of operations

PROPHYLACTIC SURGERY (DUE TO A 
POSITIVE GENETIC TEST RESULT)

$125-$350 per covered person, per lifetime

BREAST RECONSTRUCTION

Breast Tissue/Muscle Reconstruction Flap Procedures: $1,000-$3,000

Breast Reconstruction (occurring within 5 years of breast cancer diagnosis): $250-$700

 Breast Symmetry (on the nondiseased breast occurring within 5 years of breast reconstruction): 
$110-$350

Permanent Areola Repigmentation (on the diseased breast): $50-$150

Maximum daily benefit will not exceed $1,000-$3,000

ANNUAL CARE
$100-$300 on the anniversary date of diagnosis; lifetime maximum of five annual $100 payments per 
covered person

OPTIONAL RIDERS DESCRIPTION

INITIAL DIAGNOSIS BUILDING 
BENEFIT RIDER

This benefit will increase the amount of your Initial Diagnosis Benefit, as shown in the policy, by $100 
for each unit purchased, up to five units, for each covered person on the anniversary date of coverage, 
while coverage remains in force.

SPECIFIED-DISEASE 
BENEFIT RIDER

When a covered person is diagnosed with any of the diseases listed in the Specified-Disease Rider:

Initial diagnosis Hospitalization

$2,000 30 days or less: $400 per day 31 days or more: $800 per day

DEPENDENT CHILD RIDER
$10,000 when a covered dependent child is diagnosed as having internal cancer or an associated 
cancerous condition; payable only once for each covered dependent child

Coverage Options
Choose the Policy and Riders that Fit Your Employees’ Needs 

12



C
The Specified-Disease Benefit Rider is a part of the 
policy and is subject to all policy provisions, unless 
modified herein.

WHAT WE WILL PAY

SPECIFIED!DISEASE INITIAL BENEFIT 
Aflac will pay $2,000 while coverage is in force if a
covered person is first diagnosed with any of the covered 
specified diseases after the effective date of the rider.  
This benefit is payable only once per covered specified 
disease per covered person. No other benefits are 
payable for any covered specified disease not provided 
for in the rider.

HOSPITAL CONFINEMENT BENEFITS 
Aflac will pay $400 per day when a covered person is
confined to a hospital for 30 days or less for a covered 
specified disease. During any continuous period of 
hospital confinement of 31 days or more for a covered 
specified disease, Aflac will pay $800 per day,
beginning on the 31st day of confinement. 

OPTIONAL SPECIFIED!DISEASE BENEFIT 
RIDER SUMMARY PAGE
Rider B70052TX

PEACE OF MIND.
CASH BENEFITS.
OUR INSURANCE POLICIES HELP PROVIDE BOTH.

DEFINITION OF COVERED DISEASES 

Specified disease means one or more of the diseases listed below:

1. Adrenal hypofunction (Addison’s disease)

2. Amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (ALS or
Lou Gehrig’s disease)

3. Botulism

4. Bubonic plague

5. Cerebral palsy

6. Cholera

7. Cystic fibrosis

8. Diphtheria

9.  Encephalitis (including encephalitis
contracted from West Nile virus)

10. Huntington’s chorea

11. Lyme disease

12. Malaria

13. Meningitis (bacterial)

14. Multiple sclerosis

15. Muscular dystrophy

16. Myasthenia gravis

17. Necrotizing fasciitis

18. Osteomyelitis

19. Polio

Underwritten by: 
American Family Life Assurance Company of Columbus
Worldwide Headquarters | 1932 Wynnton Road | Columbus, Georgia 31999 | aflac.com
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TERMS YOU NEED TO KNOW

EFFECTIVE DATE
The effective date of the rider is as stated in the 
Policy Schedule.

TERMINATION
The rider will terminate if the policy to which it is attached 
terminates or if the premium for the rider is not paid. 

20. Rabies

21. Reye’s syndrome

22. Scleroderma

23. Sickle cell anemia

24. Systemic lupus

25. Tetanus

26. Toxic shock syndrome

27. Tuberculosis

28. Tularemia

29. Typhoid fever

30.  Variant Creutzfeldt-Jakob disease
(mad cow disease)

31. Yellow fever

For benefits to be paid, these specified diseases must 
be first diagnosed by a physician 30 days following the 
effective date of the rider. The diagnosis must be made by 
and upon a tissue specimen, culture(s) and/or titer(s). If any 
of these diseases are diagnosed prior to the rider being in 

effect for 30 days, benefits for that disease(s) will be paid 
only for loss incurred after the rider has been in force two 
years. Exception: Insureds age 65 and over will be covered 
six months from the effective date.

REFER TO THE POLICY, RIDER, AND OUTLINE OF COVERAGE FOR COMPLETE DEFINITIONS,
 DETAILS, LIMITATIONS AND EXCLUSIONS.
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Plan Description 
The Aflac Group Critical Illness Plan provides cash benefits when an insured person is diagnosed with a covered critical
illness-and these benefits are paid directly to your employees (unless otherwise assigned). The plan provides a
lump-sum benefit to help with out-of-pocket medical expenses and the living expenses that can accompany a covered
critical illness. It is also H.S.A.-compatible.

Features and Plan Provisions
(specific benefit provisions may vary by situs state)

Benefit Amounts See Premium Rates and Plan Benefits for available options

Spouse Coverage Up to 50% of the face amount elected by the employee

Child Coverage Up to 50% of the face amount elected by the employee

Guaranteed Issue Amounts
Employee: Up to $40,000
Spouse: Up to $20,000
Participation Requirement: 0%
Guaranteed for 3 years

Requirement for Group Billing To establish group billing, 25 distinct individuals must be paying premiums

Payment Method Payroll Deducted

Pre-existing Condition Exclusion None

Waiting Period There is no waiting period

Benefit Reductions No reduction at any age

Rate Guarantee 3 Year(s)

Portability/Continuation 2019 Portability

Rate Type Attained Age

Eligibility Work Week Hours: Employee must work at least 19 hours per week
Length of Employment: No minimum requirement; set by employer

Waiver of Premium After 90 days of total disability for an employee due to a covered critical illness,
we will fully waive all premiums for the duration specified in the certificate

Successor Insured Waiver of
Premium Not Included

Separation Period - Additional
Diagnosis/ Reoccurrence

Additional Diagnosis: 6 consecutive months
Reoccurrence: 6 consecutive months

Successor Insured Included

Issue Ages
Employee: 18+
Spouse: 18+
Children: Under age 26

Termination Age None

Certificate Effective Date Coverage is effective on the billing effective date

32
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Plan Benefits 
(Benefit provisions may vary by situs state)

Base Benefits
Heart Attack (Myocardial Infarction) 100%
Sudden Cardiac Arrest 100%
Coronary Artery Bypass Surgery 25%
Major Organ Transplant*  100% 
Bone Marrow Transplant (Stem Cell Transplant) 100%
Kidney Failure (End-Stage Renal Failure) 100%
Stroke (Ischemic or Hemorrhagic) 100%
*25% of this benefit is payable for Insureds placed on a transplant list for a major organ transplant

Health Screening Benefit
Health Screening (payable for employee and spouse only) $50 per calendar year

Additional Benefits
Coma 100%
Severe Burns 100%
Paralysis 100%
Loss of Sight 100%
Loss of Speech 100%
Loss of Hearing 100%

Please request a sample policy for full benefit provisions and descriptions.
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Aflac  
Accident Advantage
 
ACCIDENT!ONLY INSURANCE " OPTION 3 
  
We’ve been dedicated to helping provide  
peace of mind and financial security  
for more than 60 years. 

RC(3/21)A36375TX

THE POLICY IS A SUPPLEMENT TO HEALTH INSURANCE AND IS NOT A SUBSTITUTE FOR MAJOR 
MEDICAL COVERAGE. LACK OF MAJOR MEDICAL COVERAGE (OR OTHER MINIMUM ESSENTIAL 
COVERAGE) MAY RESULT IN AN ADDITIONAL PAYMENT WITH YOUR TAXES.

Underwritten by: 
American Family Life Assurance Company of Columbus
Worldwide Headquarters | 1932 Wynnton Road | Columbus, Georgia 31999



Be prepared for life’s unexpected mishaps
Accidents can happen at any time. You could suffer an accidental injury while 

you are working around the house or walking into work. Or your child may get 

injured at basketball practice. When an accident happens, it can be costly. 

Even with major medical insurance, there may be out-of-pocket expenses that 

you’ll have to pay. 

In the event of an unexpected injury, Aflac can help protect your personal 

finances. We provide individuals and families affordable insurance that helps 

with expenses that may not be covered by major medical insurance. Aflac 

pays cash benefits directly to you (unless otherwise assigned), so you can use 

the cash for anything you want. Which means uncovered medical expenses 

won’t break the bank if you are injured. 

And since we can process your claim quickly, Aflac helps give you the peace 

of mind knowing you can spend more time recovering and less time worrying 

about bills.

Aflac herein means American Family Life Assurance Company of Columbus.

AFLAC ACCIDENT ADVANTAGE
ACCIDENT!ONLY INSURANCE " OPTION 3
Policy A36000TX AA3



Understand the  
di!erence Aflac  
can make in your 
financial security.

Aflac pays cash benefits for covered accidental injuries directly to you, unless 
assigned. Your own peace of mind and the assurance that your family will have 
help financially are powerful reasons to consider Aflac.

The financial impact of an accident is often surprising. Most people have expenses after an accident they 

never thought of before. From out-of-pocket medical costs to a temporary loss of income, your finances 

may be strained. If you or a family member suffered an accidental injury, can your finances handle it? 

What does the Aflac Accident Advantage policy include?

 • A wellness benefit payable for routine medical exams to encourage early detection and prevention. 

 • Benefits payable for fractures, dislocations, lacerations, concussions, burns, emergency dental work, eye 
injuries, and surgical procedures. 

 • Benefits payable for initial treatment, X-rays, major diagnostic exams, and follow-up treatments.

 • Benefits payable for physical, speech, and occupational therapy.

 • Daily hospitalization benefits payable for hospital stays, and additional daily benefits paid for stays in a hospital 
intensive care unit.

Why Aflac Accident Advantage may be the right choice for you: 

 • No underwriting questions to answer1

 • No coordination of benefits—we pay regardless of any other insurance you may have

 • No network restrictions—you choose your own health care provider

 • Portable—take the plan with you if you change jobs or retire

 • 24-hour accident insurance

Benefits and/or premium may vary based on state and benefit option selected. The policy has limitations and exclusions 
that may affect benefits payable. Riders are available for an additional cost. For costs and complete details of the coverage, 
contact your Aflac insurance agent/producer. This brochure is for illustrative purposes only. Refer to the outline of coverage 
and policy for complete benefit details, definitions, limitations and exclusions.

AFLAC ACCIDENT ADVANTAGE

AFLAC ACCIDENT  
ADVANTAGE – OPTION 3  
COVERAGE IS SELECTED

WHILE PLAYING IN THE STATE HOCKEY  
PLAYOFFS, YOUR CHILD WAS INJURED AND 
WAS TAKEN TO THE ER BY AMBULANCE. 

HIS LEG IS BROKEN AND SURGERY  
IS PERFORMED.

Income

Disabled Urgent

Heart

Ambulance

Infection & feverCrutches

Dental Physician

Aflac

How it works

$5,570 
TOTAL BENEFITS

AFLAC ACCIDENT  
ADVANTAGE – OPTION 3 

COVERAGE PROVIDES  
THE FOLLOWING:

The above example is based on a scenario for the Aflac Accident Advantage – Option 3 that includes the following benefit conditions: Ambulance Benefit of $200 (ground ambulance 
transportation); Accident Treatment Benefit of $200 (hospital emergency room treatment with X-rays); Accident Specific-Sum Injuries Benefit of $1,750 (fractured leg {femur}–open reduction 
under anesthesia); Initial Accident Hospitalization Benefit of $1,000; Accident Hospital Confinement Benefit of $250 (hospitalized for 1 day); Major Diagnostic and Imaging Exams Benefit of 
$200 (CT scan); Appliances Benefit of $300 (wheelchair); Therapy Benefit of $315 (9 physical therapy treatments); Accident Follow-Up Treatment Benefit of $210 (6 follow-up treatments); 
Family Support Benefit of $20 (hospitalized for 1 day); Family Lodging Benefit of $125 (hospital and motel/hotel more than 50 miles from residence); and Organized Sporting Activity Benefit 
of $1,000.

1Association and associate-only accounts have one underwriting question.



AFLAC ACCIDENT ADVANTAGE – OPTION 3 BENEFIT OVERVIEW
BENEFIT NAME BENEFIT AMOUNT

INITIAL ACCIDENT HOSPITALIZATION BENEFIT $1,000 when admitted for a hospital confinement of at least 18 hours or $2,000 when admitted directly to an 
intensive care unit of a hospital for a covered accident, per calendar year, per covered person

ACCIDENT HOSPITAL CONFINEMENT BENEFIT $250 per day, up to 365 days per covered accident, per covered person
INTENSIVE CARE UNIT CONFINEMENT BENEFIT Additional $400 per day for up to 15 days, per covered accident, per covered person

ACCIDENT TREATMENT BENEFIT

Payable once per 24-hour period and only once per covered accident, per covered person

Hospital emergency room with X-ray:  $200
Hospital emergency room without X-ray:  $170
Office or facility (other than a hospital emergency room) with X-ray:  $150
Office or facility (other than a hospital emergency room) without X-ray:  $120

AMBULANCE BENEFIT $200 ground ambulance transportation or $1,500 air ambulance transportation
BLOOD/PLASMA/PLATELETS BENEFIT $200 once per covered accident, per covered person
MAJOR DIAGNOSTIC AND IMAGING EXAMS 
BENEFIT $200 per calendar year, per covered person

ACCIDENT FOLLOW-UP TREATMENT BENEFIT $35 for one treatment per day (up to a max of 6 treatments), per covered accident, per covered person
THERAPY BENEFIT $35 for one treatment per day (up to a max of 10 treatments), per covered accident, per covered person

Benefits are payable for the medical appliances listed below:

APPLIANCES BENEFIT

Payable once per covered accident, per covered person

PROSTHESIS BENEFIT $800 once per covered accident, per covered person
PROSTHESIS REPAIR OR REPLACEMENT BENEFIT $800 once per covered person, per lifetime
REHABILITATION FACILITY BENEFIT $150 per day
HOME MODIFICATION BENEFIT $3,000 once per covered accident, per covered person

ACCIDENT SPECIFIC-SUM INJURIES BENEFITS

Pays benefits for the treatments listed below:

DISLOCATIONS..........................$100–$3,750

BURNS ..................................... $125–$12,500

SKIN GRAFTS ............ 50% of the burns benefit

........................amount paid for the burn involved

EYE INJURIES

Surgical repair ...........................................$300

Removal of foreign body by a physician ......... $65

LACERATIONS 

Not requiring sutures.................................... $35

Less than 5 centimeters ............................... $65

At least 5 cm but not more than 15 cm ....... $250

Over 15 centimeters ...................................$500

FRACTURES ..............................$125–$3,500

CONCUSSION (BRAIN) .......................... $150

EMERGENCY DENTAL WORK

Broken tooth repaired with crown................$400

Broken tooth resulting in extraction ............. $130

COMA ................................................. $12,500

PARALYSIS

Quadriplegia ......................................... $12,500

Paraplegia ..............................................$6,250

Hemiplegia ............................................. $4,750

SURGICAL PROCEDURES .........$200–$1,250

MISCELLANEOUS SURGICAL  
PROCEDURES ...............................$120–$300

PAIN MANAGEMENT (NON-SURGICAL)

Epidural ..................................................... $100

ACCIDENTAL-DEATH BENEFIT 

INSURED
SPOUSE

CHILD

Common-Carrier 
Accident Other Accident Hazardous Activity 

Accident

$150,000 $40,000 $10,000
$150,000 $40,000 $10,000
$25,000 $10,000 $5,000

ACCIDENTAL-DISMEMBERMENT BENEFIT $300–$40,000
WELLNESS BENEFIT $60 once per calendar year
FAMILY SUPPORT BENEFIT $20 per day (up to 30 days), per covered accident
ORGANIZED SPORTING ACTIVITY BENEFIT Additional 25% of the benefits payable, limited to $1,000 per policy, per calendar year
CONTINUATION OF COVERAGE BENEFIT Waives all monthly premiums for up to two months, if conditions are met
WAIVER OF PREMIUM BENEFIT Yes
TRANSPORTATION BENEFIT $600 per round trip, up to 3 round trips per calendar year, per covered person
FAMILY LODGING BENEFIT $125 per night, up to 30 days per covered accident

Back brace:  $300
Body jacket:  $300
Knee scooter:  $300

Wheelchair:  $300
Leg brace:  $125
Crutches:  $100

Walker:  $100
Walking boot:  $100
Cane:  $25

REFER TO THE OUTLINE OF COVERAGE AND POLICY FOR COMPLETE BENEFIT DETAILS, DEFINITIONS, LIMITATIONS AND EXCLUSIONS.



Plan Description 
The Aflac Group Accident plan provides cash benefits directly to your employees (unless otherwise assigned) that
help with out-of-pocket expenses - medical and nonmedical - associated with treatment in the event of a covered
accident.

Features and Plan Provisions
(specific benefit provisions may vary by situs state)

Benefit Amounts See Premium Rates and Plan Benefits for available options

Coverage 24 Hour

Covered Insureds Available for all family members
Spouse-only and Child-only coverage is not available

Guaranteed-Issue The base accident product is always offered on a guaranteed-issue basis

Enrollment Assumptions Enrollments take place once each 12-month period.  Late enrollees cannot enroll outside
of an annual enrollment period.

Requirement for Group Billing To establish group billing, 25 distinct individuals must be paying premiums

Payment Method Payroll Deducted

Waiting Period There is no waiting period

Benefit Reductions No reduction at any age

Rate Guarantee 3 Years

Portability 2019 Portability

Eligibility
Employees must be actively-at-work on the application date and the effective date.  They
must work at least 19 hours per week and have been continuously employed for the
duration set by the employer.  Seasonal and temporary employees are not eligible.
Dependents are eligible, but only if the employee is eligible and participates.

Successor Insured Included

Successor Insured Waiver of
Premium Not Included

Issue Ages
Employee: 18+
Spouse: 18+
Children: Under age 26

Termination Age None

Certificate Effective Date
Coverage is effective on the billing effective date
Note: Benefits are not payable for accidents that occurred prior to the effective date of coverage
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Plan Benefits
(Benefit provisions may vary by situs state)

Initial Accident Treatment Category - Mid Employee Spouse Child
Initial Treatment - once per accident, within 7 days of the accident 
ER/Urgent Care $150 $150 $150
ER/Urgent Care with X-Ray $200 $200 $200
Doctor's Office $75 $75 $75
Doctor's Office with X-Ray $100 $100 $100
Ambulance - within 90 days of the accident
Maximum number of payments per covered accident: No Maximum
Ground $300 $300 $300
Air $900 $900 $900
Major Diagnostic Testing - within six months of the accident
Maximum number of diagnostic tests per covered accident: 1 $150 $150 $150
Emergency Room Observation - within 7 days of the accident 
Maximum number of 24-hour periods of observation per covered accident: No
Maximum
Short Observation Period (4-24 Hours) $35 $35 $35
Long Observation Period (24+ Hours) $70 $70 $70
Prescriptions - within six months of the accident
Maximum number of filled prescriptions per covered accident: 2 $5 $5 $5
Pain Management - within six months of the accident
Maximum number of payments per covered accident: 1 $75 $75 $75
Blood/Plasma/Platelets - within six months of the accident
Maximum number of days per covered accident: 3 $200 $200 $200
Concussion - once per accident, within six months of the accident $350 $350 $350
Traumatic Brain Injury - once per accident, within six months of the accident $3,500 $3,500 $3,500
Coma - once per accident
We will pay the amount shown if the insured is in a coma lasting 30 days or more as a
result of a covered accident 

$7,500 $7,500 $7,500

Burns - once per accident, within six months of the accident 
Second Degree Burns

Less than 10% $75 $75 $75
At least 10%, but less than 25% $150 $150 $150
At least 25%, but less than 35% $375 $375 $375
35% or more $750 $750 $750

Third Degree Burns
Less than 10% $750 $750 $750
At least 10%, but less than 25% $3,750 $3,750 $3,750
At least 25%, but less than 35% $7,500 $7,500 $7,500
35% or more $15,000 $15,000 $15,000

Emergency Dental Work - once per accident, within six months of the accident 
Repair with Crown $120 $120 $120
Extraction $30 $30 $30
Eye Injury - removal of a foreign body $175 $175 $175
Dislocations - once per accident, within 90 days of the accident 

Dislocation Open Reduction Closed Reduction
Schedule Employee Spouse Child Employee Spouse Child

  Hip $4,500 $4,500 $4,500 $2,250 $2,250 $2,250
  Knee $2,925 $2,925 $2,925 $1,462.50 $1,462.50 $1,462.50
  Shoulder $2,250 $2,250 $2,250 $1,125 $1,125 $1,125
  Foot/Ankle $1,800 $1,800 $1,800 $900 $900 $900
  Hand $1,575 $1,575 $1,575 $787.50 $787.50 $787.50
  Lower Jaw $1,350 $1,350 $1,350 $675 $675 $675
  Wrist $1,125 $1,125 $1,125 $562.50 $562.50 $562.50
  Elbow $900 $900 $900 $450 $450 $450
  Finger/Toe $360 $360 $360 $180 $180 $180
Lacerations - once per accident, within 7 days of the accident 
Lacerations requiring stitches

Under 5 centimeters $75 $75 $75
5 to 15 centimeters $300 $300 $300
Over 15 centimeters $600 $600 $600

Lacerations not requiring stitches $37.50 $37.50 $37.50
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Fracture - once per covered accident, within 90 days of the accident 
Fracture Open Reduction Closed Reduction
Schedule Employee Spouse Child Employee Spouse Child

  Hip/Thigh $6,000 $6,000 $6,000 $3,000 $3,000 $3,000
  Vertebrae/Sternum $5,400 $5,400 $5,400 $2,700 $2,700 $2,700
  Pelvis $4,800 $4,800 $4,800 $2,400 $2,400 $2,400
  Skull (Depressed) $4,500 $4,500 $4,500 $2,250 $2,250 $2,250
  Leg $3,600 $3,600 $3,600 $1,800 $1,800 $1,800
  Forearm/Hand/Wrist $3,000 $3,000 $3,000 $1,500 $1,500 $1,500
  Foot/Ankle/Kneecap $3,000 $3,000 $3,000 $1,500 $1,500 $1,500
  Shoulder Blade/Collar Bone $2,400 $2,400 $2,400 $1,200 $1,200 $1,200
  Lower Jaw $2,400 $2,400 $2,400 $1,200 $1,200 $1,200
  Skull (Simple) $2,100 $2,100 $2,100 $1,050 $1,050 $1,050
  Upper Arm/Upper Jaw $2,100 $2,100 $2,100 $1,050 $1,050 $1,050

Facial Bones (except teeth) $1,800 $1,800 $1,800 $900 $900 $900
  Vertebral Processes/Sacrum $1,200 $1,200 $1,200 $600 $600 $600
  Coccyx/Rib/Finger/Toe $480 $480 $480 $240 $240 $240
Outpatient Surgery and Anesthesia (per day) - within one year of the accident
Performed in a Hospital or Ambulatory Surgical Center $300 $300 $300
Maximum number of payments per covered accident: No Maximum
Performed in a Doctor's Office, Urgent Care Facility or Emergency Room $35 $35 $35
Maximum number of payments per covered accident: 2
Facilities Fee for Outpatient Surgery - within one year of the accident
Payable once per each Outpatient Surgery and Anesthesia Benefit (in a hospital or
ambulatory surgical center).

$75 $75 $75

Inpatient Surgery and Anesthesia (per day) - within one year of the accident
Maximum number of payments per covered accident: No Maximum $750 $750 $750
Transportation - within six months of the accident 
Maximum number of payments per covered accident: 3
Minimum Required Distance (miles): 100
Plane $350 $350 $350
Any ground transportation $150 $150 $150
(Surgical procedures may include, but are not limited to, surgical repair of: ruptured disc, tendons/ligaments, hernia, rotator cuff, torn
knee cartilage, skin grafts, joint replacement, internal injuries requiring open abdominal or thoracic surgery, exploratory surgery (with or
without repair), etc., unless otherwise noted due to an accidental injury.)

Hospitalization Category - Mid Employee Spouse Child
Hospital Admission (per confinement) - once per accident, within six months of the
accident
Maximum number of admissions per covered accident: 1

$900 $900 $900

Hospital Confinement (per day) - within 6 months of the accident
Maximum days of confinement per covered accident: 365 $225 $225 $225
Hospital Intensive Care (per day) - within 6 months of the accident
Maximum days of confinement per covered accident: 30 $300 $300 $300
Intermediate Intensive Care Step-Down Unit (per day) - within six months of the
accident
Maximum days of confinement per covered accident: 30

$150 $150 $150

Family Member Lodging (per day) - within six months of the accident 
Maximum days of lodging per covered accident: 30 $150 $150 $150
Minimum Required Distance (miles): 100
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After Care Category - Mid Employee Spouse Child
Appliances - within six months of the accident 
Cane
Maximum number of appliances per covered accident: No Maximum $30 $30 $30
Ankle Brace
Maximum number of appliances per covered accident: No Maximum $30 $30 $30
Walking Boot
Maximum number of appliances per covered accident: No Maximum $75 $75 $75
Walker
Maximum number of appliances per covered accident: No Maximum $75 $75 $75
Crutches
Maximum number of appliances per covered accident: No Maximum $75 $75 $75
Leg Brace
Maximum number of appliances per covered accident: No Maximum $75 $75 $75
Cervical Collar
Maximum number of appliances per covered accident: No Maximum $75 $75 $75
Wheelchair
Maximum number of appliances per covered accident: No Maximum $300 $300 $300
Knee Scooter
Maximum number of appliances per covered accident: No Maximum $300 $300 $300
Body Jacket
Maximum number of appliances per covered accident: No Maximum $300 $300 $300
Back Brace
Maximum number of appliances per covered accident: No Maximum $300 $300 $300
Accident Follow-Up Treatment - within 6 months of the accident 
Initial treatment is received within 7 days of the accident $35 $35 $35
Maximum number of visits per covered accident: 6
Post Traumatic Stress Disorder (PTSD) - once per accident, within 6 months of the
accident $150 $150 $150
Rehabilitation Unit (per day)
Maximum number of days per confinement: 31 $75 $75 $75
No more than 62 days total per calendar year for each insured
Therapy - beginning within 90 days of the accident 
Initial treatment is received within 7 days of the accident $35 $35 $35
Maximum number of visits per covered accident: 10
Chiropractic or Alternative Therapy - beginning within 90 days of the accident 
Initial treatment is received within 7 days of the accident $25 $25 $25
Maximum number of visits per covered accident: 6

Life Changing Events Category - Mid Employee Spouse Child
Dismemberment - once per accident, within six months of the accident 
Single Loss $8,750 $3,750 $1,750
Double Loss $17,500 $7,500 $3,500
Loss of one or more fingers or toes $875 $375 $175
Partial Dismemberment (includes at least one joint of a finger or toe) $87.50 $87.50 $87.50
Paralysis - once per accident, diagnosed by a doctor within six months of the accident 
Paraplegia $3,500 $3,500 $3,500
Quadriplegia $7,500 $7,500 $7,500
Prosthesis - once per accident
Maximum number of prosthetic devices per covered accident: 2 $2,000 $2,000 $2,000
Prosthesis Repair/Replacement - once per prosthetic device, within three years of
initial Prosthesis payment $2,000 $2,000 $2,000
Residence/Vehicle Modification - once per accident, within one year of the accident $1,500 $1,500 $1,500

Wellness Rider - Mid-LT Employee Spouse Child
Amount paid will be based on the certificate year in which the wellness test was
performed:
Maximum number of payments per calendar year, per insured: 1
Year 1 - Once per calendar year $50 $50 $50
Year 2 - Once per calendar year $50 $50 $50
Year 3 - Once per calendar year $50 $50 $50
Year 4 - Once per calendar year $50 $50 $50
Year 5 - Once per calendar year $50 $50 $50
Year 6+ - Once per calendar year $50 $50 $50
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Accidental Death Rider Employee Spouse Child
Accidental Death - within 90 days of the accident
Accidental Death $50,000 $25,000 $10,000
Accidental Common-Carrier Death $100,000 $50,000 $20,000

Organized Athletic Activity Rider Employee Spouse Child
We will pay an additional percentage of the benefit amount payable under the Aflac
Group Accident plan for covered accidental injuries sustained while participating in an
organized athletic event.

10% 10% 10%

Please request a sample policy for full benefit provisions and descriptions.
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Plan Description 
The Aflac Group Hospital Indemnity Plan provides cash benefits directly to your employees (unless otherwise
assigned) that help pay for some of the costs - medical and nonmedical - associated with a covered hospital stay due to
a sickness or accidental injury.

Features and Plan Provisions
(specific benefit provisions may vary by situs state)

Benefit Amounts See Premium Rates and Plan Benefits for available options

Coverage Available for all family members
Spouse-only and Child-only coverage is not available

Guaranteed Issue Amounts
Guaranteed-issue coverage is offered to all eligible applicants during the initial
enrollment and for new hires thereafter. At the group's first anniversary, late
enrolles are eligible to enroll on a guaranteed-issue basis.

Enrollment Assumptions Enrollments take place once each 12-month period.  Late enrollees cannot enroll
outside of an annual enrollment period.

Requirement for Group Billing To establish group billing, 25 distinct individuals must be paying premiums

Payment Method Payroll Deducted

Pre-existing Condition Exclusion None

Pregnancy Limitation None

Waiting Period There is no waiting period

Benefit Reductions No reduction at any age

Rate Guarantee 3 Years

Portability/Continuation 2019 Portability

Eligibility
Employees must be actively-at-work on the application date and the effective
date.  They must work at least 19 hours per week. Seasonal and temporary
employees are not eligible.  Dependents are eligible, but only if the employee is
eligible and participates.

Successor Insured Included

Successor Insured Waiver of
Premium Not Included

Issue Ages
Employee: 18+
Spouse: 18+
Children: Under age 26

Termination Age None

Certificate Effective Date Coverage is effective on the billing effective date
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Plan Benefits
(Benefit provisions may vary by situs state)

Hospitalization Benefits - Mid
Hospital Admission (per confinement)
Once per covered sickness or accident per calendar year $1,000
Hospital Confinement (per day)
Maximum confinement period: 31 days per covered sickness or covered accident $150
Hospital Intensive Care (per day)
Maximum confinement period: 10 days per covered sickness or covered accident $150
Intermediate Intensive Care Step-Down Unit (per day)
Maximum confinement period: 10 days per covered sickness or covered accident $75

Surgical Benefits - Mid
Inpatient Surgery and Anesthesia (per day)
Performed while insured is confined to a hospital as an inpatient. No Maximum $500
Outpatient Surgery and Anesthesia (per day)
Performed in hospital or ambulatory surgical center. No Maximum $250
Facilities Fee for Outpatient Surgery (per day)
Surgery performed in hospital or ambulatory surgical center. No Maximum
Payable once per each eligible Outpatient Surgery and Anesthesia Benefit

$75

Doctor's Office Surgery (per day)
Performed in a doctor's office, urgent care facility or ER. (Maximum: 4 per calendar year) $50

Health Screening Benefit
Health Screening Benefit
Payable once per calendar year per insured. $50

Please request a sample policy for full benefit provisions and definitions.
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